
ABSTRACT

METZ, C.A. A literature review ofthe role ofspirituality in health, health care, diseases,
social conditions, general well-being, and nealth education programs during the last three
decades. MPH in Community Health Education, August 1998, 25 pp. (M. Dosch)

This project presents an extensive literature review ofthe construct of spirituality in
health, health care, disease and social conditions; general well-being, and health
education progranls during the last three decades. The findings support research that
health care needs to take on a holistic-approach,-to-includethe mind, body and spirit in
regards to treatment and education. The present study concluded that health is a dynamic
process and must include the spiritual dimension. Attending places of worship have a
positive influence on health and a negative influence on disease. Spiritual factors are
also important in the prevention and treatment of disease~ Spirituality and certain
organized religious practices have a positive influence-on life satisfaction, subjective

·wel1;.being, and socialconditions.-Since spirituality-has a positive affect/influence on
health and health outcomes, health educators should incorporate the spiritual dimension
into health education programs. Examples of successful application of spirituality

-··~---~~--;--~~~-showing-positivelesultswithin-heakh-edu.eatiGT:l-pFegFams-are-also-includedin this
research paper.
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Background

Introduction

SECTION 1

Spiritual health is an important health aspect that had been missing from many

~_···_SpirituaLhealth~concepts·may-be··difficult-folsomepeop1etograsp. However,

education/health promotion programs (Bensley, f99Tb; Seawaid,199Tr····

create their intersubjective meaning regarding their daily experiences through dialogue,
,,---',-,.,._._--- --- - - ---- ----------------

so people generate meanings surrounding their spirituality. The spiritual beliefs which

Prest andKeller (1993) believe that just as human beings evolvetheir own languages and

(Wilson, 1987). Several concepts can be applied to spiritual health including: holistic

progressive programs have established the "viability·ofspirituality within health

the concept ofholism that includes the mind, body, and spirit in relationship to health

disciplines" (Diaz, 1993, p.324). Spirituality is a vital part ofhealth, since it incorporates

health education/health promotion programs in the past (Banks, 1980). However,

....·hea1th-(-Witmer-&-Sweeney,1-9-92),life..satisfaction~GEl1ison,-199~),-spiritual well-being

... ·-concepts·canbeused Witliinuclisuccessin conjunction with implementing health

....... (Seaward, 1991) and high level wellness (Dunn, 1977; Meeks, 1977). Many ofthese

-·-·-.---larger-constructions=of=reality7=~!llson::stateS::ilrhts=lq83=snrdy-th~tit·is-the spirit of
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Chandler, Holden, and Kolander (1992) believe spirituality is innate within all

BefininRSpiritua1ity~~~~

2

requires morality and equity. He writes:"" "~' "

independence of thought and action" (p. 310).

(1978), "spiritual growth is a journey that requires courage and initiative and

human beings which enables and motivates us to search for meaning and purpose in life,

to seek the super-natural or: some meaning which transcends us. According to Peck

wellness is not an undefinable,u.n~Qt:~~!>1~~()!\~ti1.!~!Il~~~lc1l,~nlg-8;:p~~28).It is a part of

"""~the~hu:man~beingthat~needs=t()-be~attended=-an{tf{fstereitas:mucaas-the~mindand the

To wonder about our origins and our identities, requires morality and
equity. It is the spirit which synthesized the total personality and provides
some sense ofenergizing direction and order. The spiritual dimension
does not exist in isolation from our psyche and soma, but provides an
integrative force. It affects and is affected by our physical state, feelings,
thoughts and relationships. Ifweare~piritulillYll~althy we will feel
generally alive, purPOseful, and fulfilled,b:ti.tonly to the extent that we are
psychologically healthy as well. The relationship is bi-directional because
of the intricate intertwining of these two parts of the person. To a lesser

_" "~~~"~extenLth~spirituJI1well-being of~rsons is affected by~h~'?~L\\7ell
being. There are numerous cases ofthe courage (we might better term it
faith in ultimate purPOse and in one's self) which has allowed people to
move beyond or to transcendphysical"handicaps and suffering, and to

'~~~-"~~"~~-~experietfce.sptritualandemotional health and growth. The key seems to
be holding on to one's deepest spiritual commItments and being able to
interpret the suffering within the context ofdeeper positive meaning.
~3~ .

humans. They also state that choosifilftolgIforetlre.spiTitual component ofwellness out

"~","", offear or ignorance is somewhat-irresponsible of those in health service fields. "Spiritual

Ellison (1983) believes we all wonder aboutour origins and our identity, and this
"C"~~~ """~""~~"~"""~~C """""" """"" """" """" " '"",", "•....
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body. "Those who draw inspiration from wellness promoters whether Christian, Jewish,

or humanistic are capable ofdesigning and implementing a personal wellness

spirituality" (Pilch, 1988, p. 28).

Still, Moberg (1979) has found that spirituality is difficult to. define. He states the

following:

... the definition of "spiritual" is not so clear and rigidly fixed that it can be
~ _' __ ' , ,_"~__"~",,."'__,,_'''_''''_"''' ,,_,, ''"'''__ , """~"'''"."''''''''''_,, 'm''''_______ _ __

separated from the physical, psychological, material, and other aspects of
human existence. Instead it is a component or dimension ofman which
runs through all ofthe person and his behavior, providing an orientation
and focus which pertains to all of the positively valued joys and
experiences of living and all of the negative problems and fears of life and
death.
Because the spiritual is interwoven with all material and other aspects of
mans life, one ofman's other IleedscaM()tbe·fully resolved without
including attention to his spiritual well-being.·The needs related to
income, nutrition, physical and mental health, housing, transportation,
employment, retirement, education, and social roles all overlap with such
aspects of the spiritual as ethical and moral values. (p.T4)-······ .

. .. Prestand K.eller(1993)describespiritualbeliefsystems as a product ofthe

individual's ideologicallanguagingwithin a relationshipconteXt and include "the process

ofconceptualizing the individual's connection with others, the world, and the Creator"

~--tP. n7}A.s·sucll,the spiritual system is"intra- and interpersonally constructed to provide

faith explanations ofpast and present experiences" (p. 137) and, for some, to predict the

future and explainthe ultimate meanings·or·life and existence. It·may also serve to

"constructmeaning out ofthe seemingcha()s and randomness of life, thereby alleviating



Rationale

The rationale for conducting this projectisthehelieftIiat spirifWility is an

possible and available avenues to implement-health promotion programs and to insure

their success. Addressing spiritualityjn healtl1~ducationprograms brings in another

Purpose Statement

4

The purpose of this literature review was to investigate the prevalence of the

Goodloe and Arreola (1992) state that advocates of the spiritual dimension of

Russell, 1984). Studies have sho~that there is a definite positive correlation between

spiritua ity an nealtliandwelIriess(Bensley, .199.lb~Chandler~etal.,1992; Mathews &

Larson, 1995; Osman and Russell, .1979). It is important for health educators to use all

addressed when implementing health promotion/prevention programs (Banks, Poehler, &

well-being, and health education prograriisdUririgthe hist three decades.

construct of spirituality in health andhealth care, disease and social· conditions, general

necessary for development of spiritual health" (Go()dl()e& Arreola, 1992, p. 222).

affiliation can potentially enhance one's spiritual dimension, but this affiliation is not

any specific religious or denominational belief structure. "Indeed, denominational

Goodloe and Arreola also believe that spirituality is tied to religious concepts, but not to

health cite "an important difference between spirituality and religion/religiosity"(p. 222).

.. ···importantaspectofhealth..... The human-spiritual interactionis a factor that can easily be
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Several studies (Osman & Russell, 1979; Banks, 1980; Diaz, 1993) have shown

that there was a significant difference· in health outcomes when spirituality was added as

a variable. These studies show that in order to reach high level wellness, spirituality can

be used to help implement and insure the success ofhealth education/promotion

programs. It is important to look at individual spirituality and recognize different levels

ofspirituality in our interactions with others.Dunn (1~77) suggests that health educators

can help people draw from their spirituality to help them overcome difficulties and

obstacles in achieving high-level health and wellness. Since many studies (Banks, et aI.,

1984; Bensley, 1991b; Chandler,et al.; 1992;Diaz, 1993; Greenberg, 1985; Mathews &

Larson, 1995) support the inclusion of addfessing spirituality because of its association

- with positive health outcomes, spirituality should be used in conjunction with health

educationlhealthpromotion programs in whatever situatiOn is o.eemedapjiropriate. Peck

··(1978)believes "the ultimate goal oflife remains the spiritual growth ofthe

individual"(p. 168).

Definition ofTerms

-rCwas irnportant for the researcher to_define certain coc~pts that are included

within this paper which were an important partofthis project.

General Well-Being- Related to quality~ofmood,-mental-health, self-esteem, happiness,

with low stress levels, and goodheJllth{M80tQn, 1-982)..-.--

Health- Total health consists ofa~vari:ety~of::cumpon~:nts;~nQUlJ2ly-th~p_hysical, mental
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Holistic Health- The whole body must be considered (mind, body, and spirit) if complete

health is to be achieved, this is holistic (orwholistic) health (Witmer & Sweeney, 1992).

Life Satisfaction- Can include happiness with one's life, environment, relationships,

socioeconomic status, education, health, age and morale (Wilson, 1987).

Religion- An organized group that shares the same beliefs and rules. Consists of

practiced worship, ceremonies, and traditions. Usually, involves worship ofa supreme

being (God) (Pilch, 1988).

Spirituality-Witmer and Sweeney (1992) defIne spirituality as a source that comes from

within as well as outside the person. "Inner voices, inner wisdom, higher consciousness,

Qr the spirit ofGod are forms of spiritualIty" (p. i 41). Witmer and Sweeney continue by

.statingthatspiritualityhastraditionally "sought peace, guidance, and contact with a

universal force through meditation, prayer, worship, contemplation~-or-iiitrospection" (p.

.. ·141).

Spirituality vs. Religion: Spirituality may be linked to religious values. Spirtuality is

differentiated from religion, intllat, one can be spiritual without being religious, and one

can be rellgIousWlihoiii6eingspiiitllslPeople who consider themselves religious will

probably have some degree of spirituality. Therefore, spirituality and religion have

qualities that are indepelldent to each, and they also have qualities that are common to

It is the researchers belief that everyone has some degree of spirituality.

~~===._------_ ..-._ -.._._-_ _-_ _._._.._-_ _._- __.----_..__ .
......... -- .. -··---·---:-=-tlfies~as::.iiie·aningruF ...Snirituali:tY is al~o based upon

. ··individual perceptionsand·faith~tJY;=tqo-J;:=Includedjrr~this=w:ou1t¥be·eomponents having
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to do with "perceptions of what it is that causes the universe to work tl:te way it does;

recognition ofpowers beyond the natural and national; survival; and pleasure. Banks

alsostates that "religious beliefs can be placed in any or all the above identified aspects"

(p. 197).



SECTION II

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

In conducting an exteIl.~ivereviewofliteraturethemajorfunction is research.

Educational Resources Information Cent~r (ERJC)database, which consists ofjournal

articles and ERIC documents (which represent significant developments in education

research and practice) was accessed at the University ofWisconsin-La Crosse (UW-L)

Murphy Library. Sociofile (indexesandabstraets of sociological literature from 1,800

. journals worldwide) and phychlit (covers psychology and behavioral sciences from over

····-+;300journals·and·book-chapters}were·a:lso-aeeessed-aHhe-BWwL·Murphy Library. The

.... J~searcher contacted The National Institute for Health Care Research and asked them to

send some information. They sentseveral bibliographies, ofwhich many will be used.

Also gathered were otherj0U!D:alsand information from a variety ofsources.

and health education programs were read. R~l~vant information regarding these topics

associated with spirituality were included in the completed paper.
............
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June 1998 - Completion ofgraduate project.

June - September 1997 - Project proposal- Sections I & II were written and approved.

choosing which information would be used in the project.

March - May 1997 - This time was devoted to reading all the material gathered and

relevant data, because the researcher could identify articles relating to the subject under

and text searches. Computers at the UW-L library were instrumental in gathering all

found were also available through the computer system.

investigation quickly. Information regarding the library's holdings and how they could be

Timeline

December 1996 - March 1997 - Research was conducted in the form of literaturesearches

July 1998 - Copies ofcompleted graduate project will be bound and sent to appropriate
ersonneL _... __ ...__ .~ __._~~ ~. ~ .~. .__ .. __

__. November 1997 - Completed section ill:·--

-November 1997 - Completed section IV.

--May-1998 .. Graduate project approved by advisor.



SECTION III

FINDINGS

The purpose of the literature review was to investigate the prevalence ofthe

~-~~~constructof spirituality in health and health care, disease and social conditions, general

well-being, and health education programs during the last three decades. A summary of

the major findings follows.

As a result of reviewing the literature, over a dozen studies have concluded that

health is a dynamic process. The literature suggests that total health should include the

_~piti!!!al diI!lenS!()lls as well as the mental, emotional, social, aI!~_Pllysical dimensions.

The literature also suggests that when considering the health of individuals, the
<~"-, -- --- - -------- --- - .. -

-~----whole--bo4y-and-allitssystemsshouldbe considered. This is holistic health. An approach

to attaining complete health must include the whole person in his or her environment.

--:---==~=--=_::..!~e=~Il~Il~s suggest-thathealth_carashould_utilize_the spiritual dimensions as

well. Spirituality can help provide support systems to induce and maintain change. It is

important for medical professionals to recognize the spiritual aspects ofhuman beings.

Studies show that most patients and physicians report personal adherence to religious and

spiritual beliefs andpractices.Howa~er;:::these::issues::are::notfre:quent1y addressed in the

_,~Rati~nt _PllY~2i,~J:~Mt~Q~Jii~(!~~E!:~1i:..e~=~e~~~1~~~=1ile-threatening illness) despite

significant interest among both partie-s to do so.
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These findings support the fact that spirituality can be personalized, in that it can

be defined by each individual. Spirituality may also be linked to religious variables.

Disease, SocialConditions, and Spirituality

The literature supports the importance ofspirituality and certain organized

religious practices. The following are the conclusions ofover 50 p~ofessional journals.

Spirituality and certain organized religious practices can have a health enhancing effect

on mortality, high blood pressure, drug and alcohol abuse, decrease chances of

cardiovascular,disease, cancer, mortality, suicide, divorce, depression, and other mental

conditions. Spirituality and certain organized religiou~ practices are also associated with

lower occurrence ofhealth compromising behaviors such as smoking, not wearing

seatbelts, and personal illness and injury. These facts led many researchers to conclude

that spirituality and spiritual faith are importantvariables in the prevention and treatment

.... ··ofillness and disease. Many epidemiologicalhealth research studies have concluded that

spirituality and religious commitment improves health.. The overwhelming findings

suggest that certain religious~groupshave a lower incidence ofcancer and lower cancer

mortality rates as indicated bythe National CancerSurvey, Spirituality and religion were

shown to have a positive influence on health behaviors and demonstrated an inhibiting

effect on all malign~cies combined: ~~ ..~.~~~~

There was substantial evidence.:from~theJiter~turethat sugges~s tha.tspirituality



health, poor education, and addictions. Spirituality and certain organized religious

12

depression, anxiety, and stress. Greater spirituality is associated with lower levels of

religious. Spirituality was positively related to subjective well-being. Greater spirituality

The literature indicated that almostall Americans consider themselves spiritual or

General Well-Being and Spirituality

The literature reviewed revealed that spIrituality can increase general well-being

and overall happiness...

satIsfaction and adjustment, faJ:!lily:Jifesatisfaction, personal satisfaction, and well-being

family unity, and happiness. The findings suggest that spirituality can help combat ill-

is also·associated with lower levels ofboth·functional disability and depression, marital

promoting attitude, positive psychological well-being, and improved quality of life.

medical symptoms, and fewer health care, dental, and emergency care visits.

include decreases in out-of.,wedlock births and crime, and an increase in self-esteem,

practices have been shown to enhance psychological and physical h~alth because oftheir

actualization, exercise, nutrition, stress management, and interpersonal support, reduced

positive value systems. Some ofthese benefits include health responsibility, self-

experiences were found to be associated with increased life purpose and a health

problematic situations. Spirituality can also provide a source empowerment and

.and life·satisfaction. Spirituality has been shown to provide a coping mechanism in

enhancement ofthe selfthat can help contribute to a meaningful life. Spiritual
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One researcher concluded that there was not a single instance where spirituality and

religiosity were negatively associated with life satisfaction. Always there was a positive

association. Spirituality was also associated with better moods, connection with family,

community involvement, job security,artd happiness withlife in general.

Health Education and Spirituality

Historically the review of literature suggeststhat school health professionals have

usedthe medical model and approached health education less comprehensively .

Currently, health educators address all of the issues that impact total health. Health

educators need to continue to address the complex nature ofthe health of individuals and

the factors involved that affect health. AllYthing less is bound to produce ineffective

health education programs.

Health education has been shown to provide students wtth-riiorespecific

, ··behavioralprescriptionwhen a complete health model was used. Learning activities can

be provided that can help students get in touch with their own inner resources for health

-"~-,-"-,,-,,._-

The overWhelming evidence is thathealth educatorsshould not avoid the

discussions of spiritual issues in the classroom. Sensitive issues such as sexuality, drug

use, and death and dying are ladenwithspirituaHmplication, particularly when students

are asked to make personal decisions_regardingtheseissues. Educational imagery can be

used as a method for incorporatingthe~spintiiatd1mensiQn:lD.tI>=the~h:e:alth lesson.
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The literature suggests that it is very important for health educators to facilitate

behavior change. Helping students understand the impact of lifestyle choices is an

important dimension ofhealth education classes. Instructors can use value clarification

and experiential activities that incorporatethespirituaLdimension to help students better

grasp and integrate health issues.

The findings suggest that effective health education and behavior modification

programs are needed to promote the compliance ofpreventive health care practice.

Health programs, primarily preventionprograms,.must consider the entire individual as

well as his or her environment ifpositive behavior changes are to be maintained. Health

educators can useskill training to enhance physical, cognitive, and affective awareness,

pOsitive lifestyle choices, and self-reinforcement. Group settings provide a supportive

environment for feedbackand encouragementtoward behavior ohange.

The evidence from the literature'suggests thatany existing class can incorporate

spirituality. Exercises can include journaLwritirigWithspecial themes to promote self-

awareness and soul-searching~-Meditationand mental imagery with diaphragmatic

breathing offers ways to promote spiritualhomeostasis orinner peace. Value assessment

and clarification exercises may be introduced with strategies to problem solve common

conflicts in values. Presentationsofcase"studies\)findividuals recognized for their

. contributions to humankind can_also..hejntroduced~Thereare many ways to incorporate

spirituality information into thelieanfieaucatfoft~ciiiiiciilum.- .-- ~..- ...
~-.-c.-c..-c.CC-C..-c-c:-=. _-- 'c-=-.===- _ _.. ::::..::::...=..- -__..- _-.-..-..-.--_.'.-' - - -. .. .. .

~.:....__..._._.~.:. :TheJiterature,..also.,:..s.ugge.sts::there=are~ical·concems when applying the
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spiritual component into school health education programs. However, in order to utilize

the spirituality component withoutbreaching the law of separation ofchurch and state,

teachers can differentiate religion from spirituality.Teachers should also recognize and

respect each student's cultural diversity and existing spiritual belief~. The teacher can

then help students maximize the positive aspects oftheir belief systems without imposing

his or her own personal moral judgments and va1lles emthe learning environment.

Teachers should not preach their own version of spirituality, but should guide the

'i/;- students toward their own understanding within the spiritual realm.

After reviewing the literature, the researcher found that most health educators

believe there is a spiritual dimension~ofhealtlland th.at this dimension should be included

in health education professional preparation programs. From the literature it was found

.~-----~----C----~---~----:=7---=,--------,-~--,-----

that spirituality can help students internalize behavior change. Students must believe that

, a-change can'be made,'maintained; and integrated into their, lifestyle. If students do not

internalize this change, the behavior change can beincomplete and superficial.

Health educators can use.~s-pirituality in worksite health promotionlwellness

----prograiiis-bYlncltlding spiritual health questions in health-status and interest surveys.

Also, they can include spiritual health-issues in health and fitness testing, stress

management, drug alc_ohol education, work-retreats and meetings, recreational programs,

preretirement planning se~sions,anddool'cprizeSicHealtheducators can develop spiritual

health themes as part ofcommunicatioJ:rprograms,J>ehavioratsll}ipOi'Cgroups, and
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As a result ofreviewing the literature it was found that education has unlimited

potential for creating a community in which the characteristics of the healthy person can

be nurtured. The most effective method is implementing a life-style approach ofholistic

health arid wellness. With an educational climate that is encouraging, striving for

wellnessbecomes a process that is likelyt()ext~Ild over the life span. Spiritual health

provides an avenue through whichtheiridividuaLcancreatethenew and more complete

self.

The literature also suggests that health education programs have been quite

successful when churches were involved. Significant life events center around the

.church, such as celebrations ofbirth, marriage, and death. The church provides a setting

for the exchange ofnews, social support, and resources.

Several professional journals concluded that church health education programs

········havewo:trthe support and confidence ofpeople' in many communities., Church based

health education programs improved health.behaviors, such as reduced smoking, lowered

blood pressure, serum cholesterol, and weight, and decreased physical inactivity. Health

promotion is a combination ofeducational, spiritual" environmental, and organizational

activities directed toward behavioral change. Churches have these same characteristics

and have a tradition ofhelping in the community thro!fgh a variety ofsocial programs.

The overwhelming evidence.suggests that community service is ano!lJ.er way of

but.iUs beneficial.tothe.students::a:m.ttheir.:.gra'des-::When::.courseJeleYant community



The research suggests that students who were involved in community service

service was part of student's academic learning, grades and class attendance went up.

Because this project was a historical review ofliterature over the last three

<Difficulties

17

likely to affirm that they had learned to apply principles from the course to new

Students in community service reported that they developed a new set ofvalues, were

more likely to feel they were performing upto their potentialin the course, and more

increased social and personal responsibility,increasedself-efficacy, self-esteem, and

situations. Students developed open-mindedness, increased problem solving ability,

problems, better communication and gains in morale, ego development as well as gains

in moral reasoning.

empathy. There was a decrease in alienatioIi and isolation. There were less discipline

were more likely to value equal opportunity for all, helping others in need, finding a

career that provides an opportunity to help others in need, and giving to charitable

person, and it can also make a better community.

lives. The researchers concluded that volunteering can make you a more responsible

decades, the scope ofthe project became qll.itelarge. A Significant amount of literature

to spirituality.

was reviewed. Thiswas necessary to obtain knowledge on the varioustopif areas related

···caUses. They were also more apt to believe that they could make a difference in people's
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The second difficulty was discovered within the literature itself. Religion and

spirituality were used interchangeably within much ofthe literature reviewed. This made

the literature's terminology quite confusing at times. Therefore, the author felt it was

necessary to define these terms within the project.

The final difficulty experienced was systematically presenting the wealth of

information in an organized format. There was anoyerlap ofmaterial as the literature

was presented in a variety ofways. Finally, the researcher decided to organize and

present the material under similiar categories and subject headings. The material was

also presented in a somewhat chronological nianner, so readers could see the attitude,

opinions, and investigations of each decad.e.



As a result ofthis project the author has grown both professionally and

As a health educator, it was important Jothe au910r to show how spirituality can

The largest area of professional growth was the in-depth knowledge that was

personally.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Professional Growth

Discussion

SECTION IV

gained on spirituality and health, socialconditions; andwell-being. Prior to beginning the

project, the author's primary knowledge was limited to the effects of church attendance

review of literature.

spirituality and health.

and experts in the area of spiritual health research were identified from this extensive

in life. This is what led the researcher to look for specific subject matter regarding

be used to help facilitate behavior change inheafilieducatiolilliealtli:promotion

~~-~~~on-marital-happiness~The-otherareas-discovered-irrthe-Teviewuf-literaturewere

" _ ~ ,~~~instrumental in helping the author c.l~termine what would be covered. Current researchers
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author's intention to inspire other health educators to consider adding the spiritual

dimension to their health education/promotion programs.

Personal·Growth

From thisproject the author now recognizes her role.as a resource person. Since

the author enjoys doing research, this project was rewarding and very educational. It was

educational not only because ofthemmanyjournal articles and books that were read, but

also because ofthe knowledge gained in accessing information from various sources.

The author, as a health educator, gained useful insight into the possibilities of

using spirituality as a variable to improve health and health outcomes in future

endeavors. It was also very surprisiIlgtothe. res~~r~her to discover so much literature on

spirituality and health.
m.. ~~ • ~.,,~.__

Finally, personal computer skills were improved as a result of this project. The

mmauthorstruggledto leamthedifferentaspectsoftheMicrosoft Word and WordPerfect

software. Although learning the softwciiebecame frustrating at times, the new skills

obtained can be utilizedin preparingoth,erwritten documents in the future. Increasing

computer siOllslSVltaliy Important asthehealth .care field becomes increasingly

dependent on computer teclmology.

Based on the findingsfrom~thisJiteraturereview,the following conclusions were

_._--"-~-- ...'"-~~" ..,~._---_._-_.~,~ -~---,~"-"~"-~""~---"'_.,,.,~.,,-"'-,,,,._"-

...::........~ _...m__m. .__l ...~~ m_Healthis::anynamic::pro:cessmand-mustincludeJhe.....spirimaLdimension. The
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whole being must be considered if complete health is to be achieved. This

is holistic health.

2. The professionals in health care practices should take on a holistic

approach to include the mind, body, and spiritual aspects ofhealth.

Spiritual beliefs and preferences need to be addressed in the patient-

physician relationship. . .

3. Attending churches (or places ofworship)have a positive influence on

health.

4. Spirituality and certain organized religious practices have a positive

influence on health and have a negative influence on disease. Spiritual

factors are also important variables in the prevention and treatment of

disease.

5. Spirituality and certainorganizedreligiouspractices decrease the chance

ofcardiovascular disease and cancer.· .

6. Spirituality and~certain organized religious practices have a positive

influence on life satisfaction; subjectiveweH-being, and social conditions.

7. Because of these previously stated conclusions, health educators need to

incorporate the spiritllaldimension into their programs. Health education

should be comprehensive; therefore,'it must address Jhe spiritual

dimension.
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8. Health education and health promotion programs have been successful

when incorporated into churches and their communities. Church based

healtheducationlpromotion programs have been successful in reducing

smoking, blood pressure, serum cholesterol, weight, .and physical

inactivity.

9. Spirituality is enhanced, and sometimes discovered, in community service

programs which can be incorporated into school health education

programs. Community service has many beneficial effects on students

which can include higher grades, increased class attendance, and self-

esteem.

Recommendations

The author offers the following recommendations:

1. Future studies could show to what degree spirituality enhances personal

empowerment and cOIIlmunity.empowerment in contrast to powerlessness.

2. Future studies·canexplorehow health educators.can enhance the internal

dimension of spirituality, thereby increasing self-esteem and self-worth.

3. Future studies could evaluate the impact of the spirituality dimension in

health education programs: .. IIllhese studies it would be very important to

use precise measurements and evaluations ofthe impacts and outcomes.
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Meditation

Joumal writing

• Tai Chi exercises

• Lifestyle~analysis -.•

• Community service

•

•

5. Future studies could explore diverse ethnic groups and their impact on

church based health education programs.

6. The literature review indicates that it would be important for health

educators to include the dimension of spirituality when planning and

implementing programs. __ _ _ _
-~~_ ....~~~---~~-_._ ...~._.__ ..._- -- .-- - - - - - -

7. Health educators can use examples cited in this research paper when

implementing programs. These examples include, but are not limited to:

• The silent gift project

• Educational Imagery

• Value clarification and assessment exercises
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INTRODUCTION

Spiritual health is an important health aspect that had been missing from many

health education/health promotion programs in the past (Banks, 1980). However,

progressive programs have established the ''viability of spirituality within health

disciplines" (Diaz, 1993, p. 324). Spirituality is a vital part ofhealth, since it

incorporates the concept ofholismthatjncludesthemind,body,and spirit in relationship

to health (Wilson, 1987). Several concepts can be applied to spiritual health including:

holistic health (Witmer & Sweeney, 1992), life satisfaction (Ellison, 1991), spiritual

well-being (Seaward, 1991) and high level wellness (Dunn, 1977; Meeks, 1977). Many

of these concepts can be used with much success in conjunction with implementing

health education/health promotion programs (Bensley, 1991b; Seaward, 1991).

This literature review examines how spirituality can affect health and is organized

-~ ·i:i:itoTotiftelatedchaptets: Health, Health Care, and Spirituality; Disease, Social

Conditions, and Spirituality; General Well-Being andSpirituality; and Health Education

Definition ofTerms ~

It was important for the researcher to define certain concepts that are included

within this paper and which were an imp<>t1:al1rpart ofthis research project.. .

Gtmeral Well-Being- Relate4 to quality.ofmood,-mentalhealth, self-esteem, happiness,

'I

I

il

III

III
III

1111
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Health- Total health consists of a variety ofcomponents, notably the physical, mental,

and spiritual dimensions ofhealth (Bensley,\991a).

Holistic Health- The whole body must be considered (mind, body, spirit) if complete

health is to be achieved, this is holistic (or wholistic)health (Witmer & Sweeney, 1992).

Life Satisfaction- Can include happiness with one's life, environment, relationships,

socioeconomic status, education, health, age, andmorale (Wilson, 1967).

Religion- An organized group that shares the same beliefs and rules, that consists of

practiced worship, ceremonies, and traditions. Usually, it involves worship of a supreme

being (God) (pilch, 1988).

Spirituality-Witmer andSweeney (1992)defme spirituality as a source that comes from

within as well a$ outside the person. "Inner voices, inner wisdom, higher consciousness,

or the spirit ofGod are forms of spirituality" (p. 141). Witmer and Sweeney continue by

""statingthatspirituality has traditionally "sought peace, guidance, and contact with a

universal force through meditation, prayer, worship, contemplation, or introspection" (p.

141).

Spirituality vs. Religion- Spirituality maybe linked to religious values. Spirituality is

differentiated from religion, in that, one can be spiritual without being religious, and one

can be religious withoutbeing spiritual.. People who consider themselves to be religious,

, will probably have some degree of-spirituality: Therefore, spirituality_~dreligion have

qualities that are independent to~a.~1l,_ari~Th~Yha.y~~g~Iiii~~tllat~aiecommon to both.

'~----------Itis-the-i"esearchers-belief-that-e-veryooe::has=sGme=Qegfee=of-spirituali't¥.- ..,
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Banks (1980) states that one major component of the spiritual dimension has to

do with what the individual identifies as meaningful. "Spirituality is based upon

individual perceptions and faith"{Banks,p. 196). Included inthis would be components

having to do with"perceptions of what it is that causes the universe. to work the way it

196). Banks also states that "religious beliefs can be placedinany or all the above

does; recognition ofpowers beyond the IlatlJra.1 and national; survival; and pleasure" (p.

identified aspects" (p. 197).
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CHAPTER I

What is health? Tenns such as "whole", "sound", and "vigorous" were formerly

... ···1960~s:·IR1962Hoyrnanbelieved thatthe concept ofhealth had been simmering

and distinguish it from health and spirituality. This is included under the heading health.

Infonnation on health, health care, and spirituality, obtained through various

Under the heading health care the researcher included holistic health care, which

Health, Health Care, and Spirituality

includes the concept ofmind, body, and spirit in relation to health care. Also included

under this heading were health care and religi()J!.JJnder the heading spirituality,

for sometime and is now boiling over with many exciting new ideas. Health can be a

spirituality and religion, and religion and health were included.

used to define health in a positive sense (Hoyman, p. 253). Then "health" came to be

Finally, there was a critical rediscov:ety.:.that:::trealth::'ls~a.:dynaltllqmrcess~InvoiVing

visualized more in a negative way as freedom from disease, defect, and disability.

Defining Health

......... professionaljournals, is included in this chapter. It was important to define health itself

........ ~sitive state or a negative one(Hoyman,~t962).-.-~...~.....
•~_ _~_.__.,__•••_~"••.••",."•.._.__~,_ .._.,m_,_..__ ,_,_,. ._,_.. ,._,_ '''"._'".".__•. ",,, __ •. _
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qualitative, as well as quantitative dimensions and there are various levels ofhealth. He

further explained that health depends upon multiple factors, not a single cause. Health

and disease are ecological resultants, indicating the need for an epidemiology ofhealth as

well as disease (Hoyman).

In the past, Hoyman believed health was as hard to conceptualize as human life

itself In final analysis any theory ofhealth will rest upon an underlying theory of

humankind in the universe. However,personalhealthis anindivisible, multidimensional

unity; and; in our present stage ofknowledge, physical fitness, mental health, and

spiritual faith are to some extent incommensurable aspects ofpersonal health.

.. . Considering the staggering complexity of the problem it is easy to see why our current

theoretical model ()fhealth is notmorefully developed in terms ofspecific objective

......-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........-:........_------_._._--

health indicators, and whywe are such a long wayfrom having developed a health index

- . -for-anindividualor a population group. Some ofthe obstacles now seem

insurmountable, but we must move ahead (H<>yman;-19.62).

1970's. Dunn (1977) said that we should not look for good health, but should try

to attain "high-level wellness." Wellness, in the sense used here, signifies something

quite different from good health. "Good health can existas a relatively passive state of

freedom from illness in which the individual is-at peace with his environment - a

condition ofrelative homeostasis" (Dunn,p.l1);Wellness is conceptualiz~d as

1.1

I, Ii

11:1:

11111

III!!
III I!
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Carlyon (1978)believedthatthe "outstanding feature ofhealth is that it is a

Carlyon also believes that the healthy goodperson:

progress forward and upward towards a higher potential of functioning, (2) an open-

ended and ever-expanding tomorrow with its challenge to live a fuller potential, and (3)

the integration ofthe whole being to the total individual-body, mind, and spirit - in the

Takes science as hislher yardstiCkTor)aiowleage.=and::tlie~history of ideas as
~~.,~,,~=,.~. .sc()y[9~m~t~Ij~J.1QLm~~i~~~~~i~~~~~t~=~~~-,-~_·

6

Dunn (1977) goes on to say that high-level wellness involves: (1) direction in

In 1978 Hochbaum stated that "health is conceived, as a means toward other

functioning process.

people's eyes derives from its being an instrt:l.:rfient of the attainment ofother, more

things: success, attractiveness, desired self-image, social affiliations and, of course,

absence ofpain, suffering, and disability" (p. 825). In short, the value ofhealth in

quality and, therefore, cannot be weighed and measured"·(p. 26). Health is not a single

but it is easier to observe the differences than to define health itself "That it exists seems

projection of our beliefs about the natural and perfectibility ofhumans and our value

certain, but getting a firm hold ()n it is virtually impossible" (p. 26). In fact, the health

territoiY~liasnolndepenaeiiieXistence atall Carlyonbelieves health is a state of mind, a

judgments about what constitutes a good person in a good society.

~entityorcondition. There are levels ofhealth thatcanbe distinguished from the other,

~~~,~ ~ ~ tangible, valued things.
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In 1978 Carlyon made some suggestions about what needs to be done in the

goals, we may find; that wecanaccom:pltsh::mucrr..:mlJre-::.than:w.e::.think',=(£aifyon, p. 26).

anomie" (p. 26). Carlyon believes "weneed~nQt_nec:;essarilyabandon our visions for

-----------------------------

human kind, but rather modify our expectations for their fulfillment. With more realistic

dashed, heroes have fallen, anddfeams arenofcomihg'trtie"(p. 26). The age of romantic

people to bejoyously free and self-actualizing in an atmosphere ofambiguity, fear, and

be defined in terms of coping and survival, at least until new myths can replace the old"

... (p. 26}. -And·the positive images~of-the-future-can.emerge._~~Rmay~be too much to ask
• "'~~ .._"._~,_._._,,_.",_,_m '" ,_.__ ' ._,"''''' ,"',_••"••, ,c."'_.". """'_"" __""_ """ _, 0"", "._ ,_ .

·~~~~scientism~ispast.~~'fhe-newrealism is here.' "Perhaps health in the new age would better

7

2. Is willing to accept the possibility ofthe existence ofany conjectured
phenomenon, but does not behave as though it is true (exists) without
adequate scientific evidence.

3. Accepts evolution as the best explanation fQrhuman origins.
4. Considers all facts and truths to be subject to change in light ofnew

knowledge.
5. Reject claims for revealed knowledge or absolute truths.,
6. Is an independent self-directed learner eager to explore new ideas.
7. Is a free thinker unencum~~!~c.t~y-gtli.lt,fel3.I",~dtaboo.

... .. . ~~ ·~~~·~8.. Views people as essentiallygood and as being in a continual process of
growing and becoming. ..~~~~~~ ...

9. Is loving, supportive, nonexploitive, and nonmanipulative in relationships.
10. Accepts as fufida.ll1entalthedigtlityandvvorth ofevery human being.
11. Has no interest in accumulating wealth for its own sake, but funds fulfillment
in word. .
12. Demonstrates a keen sense ofthe absurdities, ironies and contradiction in the
human enterprise.
13. Finds joy in living. (p. 26)

.:-~~_~~~future. He believed "we live in an age marked by disillusionment. Hopes h.....a...ve been
._"--~~-~---"'~..-,-----------
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Russell (1978) shares his views on health by stating that "health is the quality of

his day-to-day and overall functioning" (p. 28). He writes that he has good health when

"his body functions efficiently in all that he has it do, when his feelings are largely

positive, when he can utilize knowledge that he has and be excited about learning more"

(p. 28). When he can "think ofothers as often as he thinks ofhimselfand experience the

continuing relationship with God, the Lord of alllife,II (p. 28) and finally, when he can

act as though his welfare, and that "all humans are inextricably meshed with the physical

world and all other forms oflife so thathe lives in as much harmony with nature as

possible" (Russell, 1978, p. 28).

~"'~~" ~~~ ~ ~,~ ~ ,,~~ "' ~ ~~ 1980's. Greenberg (1985) believes health is a multifaceted concept which need

separate definitions for each aspect:

• Social health is the ability to interact well with people and the environment
and having satisfying interpersonal relationships.

• Mental health is the ability to learn and inCludes intellectual capabilities.
~,~~~~ ~~, '.-~Emotiol1al~h~altlrts'the ability to control emotions so that one feels

comfortable expressing them where appropriate and does express them
appropriately. It also is the ability not to express emotions when it is
inappropriate to do so. ~~ ~

--, ~" ~ ~~_~,~,~~,!,~~Spiri:m.~Lhealthisthe'beliefin~some~unifyingfof(~e;~ ,For some, that will be
nature, for others it will be the scientific laws, for others it will be a godlike
force.

• Physical health is the ability to perform daily tasks with energy remaining for
unforeseen circumstances; the biological integrity ofthe individuaL (p. 404)

Greenberg goes on to say it may be argued that even if someone is ill, that person

egularly~andccparticipates~in~sports::foT~the:~disabte:dmay~be-healthier than'a person who is

('11,1
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The concept of"holism" was first introduced by the South African philosopher

emotional, social, and spiritual dimenSions~ofhealth.. Currently:, there are several

9

(Hastings, Fadiman,& Gordon, 1980).

organisms and systems as entities greater than and different from the sum oftheir parts

For the word health comes to us from the same root that gives us the words "hale"

that total health consists ofa varietY ofcomponents, notably the physical, mental,

~~~~._-_._..-=--=--~~~~~~~~~
Jan Christian Smuts in 1926. To Smuts "holism" was an antidote to fueanal:vtic

Grossman, 1977,·p. 207), not only inthe human body, but in "human feelings, minds, and

a dynamic movement toward a full realizationoflatentpossibilities" (Greifinger &

spirits" (p. 207). Health then, is characterized by "energy, and by direction toward full

and "whole," concepts that suggest strongly that humlln health is "a process ofbecoming;

disease; "and an acceptance of "both a psychological and spiritual component in the

etiology and treatment of disease".(Goldstein,etal., 1987, p. JJ8), .'

.accepteddefinitions for the physical~mental~cemotional"andsocial components ofhealth

stated in their 1987 study that "health is a positive.state, not merely the absence of

outwardly nondisabled but not physically fit. Goldstein, Jaffe, Sutherland, and Wilson

, 'fedtictionismoftheprevailingsciences~ ·It.was away for comprehending whole

___'__' _..0-_' ----'------__" ~,.__".,_"

1990's. In defiriinghealth Robert Bensley (1991a) believes it is generally agreed

.~........ development" (Greifinger & Grossman, p. 2(7)..
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exploration of the spiritual aspect presently does not exist at the same level or intensity as

with the other dimensions ofhealth (Bensley, 1991a).

Health and Spirituality

1960'S.· .Human life is essentially a quest for personal identity and fulfillment,

social sensitivity, ethical insight and moral responsibility, and spiritual meaning

(Hoyman, 1962). "Spiritual faith" isinteIld<ed tosignifythathU!Jlankind is searching for

some deeper, more unifying meaning totheir life than mere existence or survival. Truly

healthy people seek to transformandtranscendthemselves and to justify their life

through spiritual aspiration and faith that link up the real facts of their existence with

ide~l ends (Hoyman).

Hoymanfurther explains:

each man, in his own way, seeks God - in one form or anothei~-lnhis
search for the good life it would be as unwise for man to rely on either
science or religion alone as it would be for him'to try to walk through life

--- -' ~ -~-otrone~leg-insteadof-two; And for us to ignore the spiritual dimension of
man in conceptualizing'his health :would_be to deal with man
dehumanized, for moral and spiritual values are central to human '
personality and mental~he~th(p. 254).

,~-_.----~Hoyman~stafes that'faith is not a matter of the spiritual side ofan individual in

isolation, but it is the centered movement of the whole person toward something that has

ultimate meaning and significance. SpirituaH'aith alone will not make a person healthy.

In-fact, faith held and expressed in~the~'Wfongway:~Q(belief'in the wrong thing, may

make an individual sick. The spirituaLside=ofindivtduals,]la-l1Il11Cfe.ed:~uponitself and
/



stay healthy; it must be nourished by all the things that give life meaning and value

11

(Hoyman).

Hastings, et a!., wrote that anecdotes about "faith healing", "miracle" cures, and

communion with the universe, is a basic need shared by people ofall periods in history.

It is reflected in humankind's curiosityandcintheirnever"ending search for answers.

1970's. Dunn (1977) believes the 12 basic needs that are essential to humankind

People feel themselves exposed to the violence ofnature and crave protection from its

ftny. With the advancement of science, new knowledge has opened new vistas. But the

well-being is communion with the universe. Dunn believes religion in the sense of

1980's. Modem physics has also contributed to the construction ofthe spiritual

desire to commune withthe universe still remains. Humankind must have faith to go

ahead and be themselves (Dunn, 1977).

critique ofbiomedicine. All observations are shaped by and in tum shape the observer.

Iricreasingly the scientists' vision ofthe universe and the language they use have come to

resemble those ofthe mystics. Allthings do appear to be seamlessly and wondrously

interconnected, and all attempts to describe them are inadequate and, although heroic,

are still somehow beside the point (Ha.stings, etaL,1980).

unexplained recoveries from unusually fatal illnesses have prompted investigators to

"healing" touch to document "spontaneous:,fernlssionsaD.<fmira:cle-cmes" (p. 11), and to

~~---- ,- p!neour-age-and-to mobilize-the <'treaTIng-poWerS=-Offa-ttlIanOlIope, intention and touch"

~=---,-- ,-, 'measure and to findsignificantbiol;tr~~!~~Lclt~g~~j!1_pl@t~_IDl(:Lan.irnalssubjected to a
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Banks, Poehler, and RusseIL(1984) did several studies onthe spiritual interaction

Ram (1988) believes priJ:l!~ health care has to do with-peQple and it is a

people's movement. What we need for leadership are the ordinary people with human

observation, including attitudes and expectations we have traditionally thought of as

attainment of the goal ofhealth.andj\rllness::nf:iife.::(R:am)~=-=::~==::::::.::::-.:···

(p. 11). This does suggest that forces lying outside the domain ofbiomedical

as a factor inhealth and health education. These researchers compiled their findings into

and spiritual values, people who can help move their communities towards the

religious, can have effects on health and illness (Hastings,et al.).

one journal article and had the following Copclu$i9m~: ..

Most, but not all, subjects in these studies accept spirit as reality, the spiritual
as a dimension ofwell-being, and human spiritual interaction as a contributor
to positive health.
Consideration ofthe spiritual dimension should be a part ofhealth education
and part of pr~fessionalpreparation for health educators, but it is important
that there be awareness and appreciation ofdifferences in perceptions ofthis
spiritual factor and differ~ncesiii~Yllllieplaced on it.
Spirit is frequently identified in relation to pUrpose and meaning for life ... in
general and in situations that are quite specific and sometimes very dramatic.

~..~._~~_. ~__ The ~Qirit is recognized., by some, as having a unifying function, in social
relationships and also in relation to self. It is acknowledged as the best
unifier and coordinator ofthe physical, mental, emotional, social, and
environmental dimensions ofhealth. '.,The term harmony is frequently used in

,~-_.. . .._._--~~---- -~--~---this~context~Andtwo ofthe studies identified "inner strength" as a
manifestation ofspirit~ the otherreferred~to_oc.currences ofwhich there is no
rational explanation. Instances wherein a person performs beyond normal
expecta,tioIls, Particularly in an emergency, seem to be accepted as

.. ~._ manifestations_ofthe_spiriL'p~11} ~ _
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Pilch (1988) believes wellness is a "holistic spirituality". It is a "spirituality"

because it is a way of life based on an experience of God and shaped in response to that

experience. It is holistic because spiritualityin the context 'of wellness states that "the

whole person is far greater and much more complex than the sum of all the parts" (p. 31).

However, these parts are identified as physical, mental, spiritual, emotional, and social.

Wellness spirituality, then, is a wayofliving,AJifestylethatviewsand lives life as

purposeful and pleasurable, that "seeks outlife sustaining and life enriching options to be

•
chosen freely at every oppo~ty, and that sinks its roots deeply into spiritual values

and/or specific religious beliefs" (pilch, 1988, p. 31).

Norman Cousins (1989) states that the more serious the illness, the more

important it is for you to fight back. You've got to mobilize all your resources - spiritual,

.,---

emotional, intellectual, physical. Your heaviest artillery Will be your will to live.

1990's. According toBensley{1991a) ~'Even thought the spiritual dimension of

health has been recognized as an important component of comprehensive health, its

nature makes it difficul~to define" (p. 287). Currently, a commonly accepted definition

of spiritual health does not exist. In fact, interpretations pertaining to the concept of

spiritual health differ in many w;ys. "Some professionals define spiritual health in

relation to the sense of fulfillment in life, while others concentrate on values and beliefs

ofcommunity and self' (p. 289). -Spiritual health also isdefmedas "a cOJ!1ponent of

~~-"-- attempts have-been-made to-explain:::th-e=spiri:tu:atdimensiolLOfhealthjn-terms of a
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controlling higher power, a "godlike" force, and the human/spiritual interaction

(Bensley).

Goodloe and Arreola (1'992) believe thatspirituality has a direct influence on

health. They believe spirituality can be viewed as the umbrella ofhealth components,

affecting every area of the person. Originated and reinforced by church leaders, this

movement was driven by the idea thatpeopkcould play a vital role in their healing and

that the spiritual dimensions was criticaltotheir healingJGoodloe & Arreola, 1992).

Witmer and Sweeney (1992) proposed a model ofwellness and prevention over

the life span that incorporated theoretical concepts from psychology, anthropology,

. sociology, religion, and education.An(}atthe~enterisspirituality.

Spiritual beliefs can be "translated into ethical, moral, and legal codes, all of

whichin part are intended to protect and sustain the sacredness oflife" (Witmer &

····Sweeney; 1992, p. 71). Individual character andlife-style are developed in a way that "is

~ thought to nurture the soul while at the same.time be acceptable or harmonious with the

supreme being-force of the universe" (Witmer & Sweeney, p. 71).

Health and the consciousness <llsciplinesmustbewiUingto explore new territory

in order to test the validity of such a conceptas spirituality (Diaz, 1993). Cohen (1997)

believes faith can prolong life, and it alsohelps people cope with dying; It is important

,-_.c...... to address spiritual issues in th~ lasL)'earc:oflife, when peopletypically pa)'()llt one~fifth
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Health Care

1980's. There should be a relationship between the physician and other health-

care providers that is "relatively open, equal;andreciprocal" (Goldstein, et aI., 1987, p.

118). The physician should be concerned with howthe individual's health reflects the

familial, social, .and cultural environment; andopenness toward using natural "low-

technology," and non-western techniqueswheneverp<>ssible,andemphasis on physical

and/or emotional contact between practitioner an.d client; and an acceptance ofthe no~ion

"that successful healing transforms the practitioner as well as the patient" (Goldstein, et

aI., 1987, p. 118).

1990's. "At the close ofthis_centUIy,we recognize afresh the limitations of

science and a disillusionment with exclusive reliance upon its answers" (Mathews &

~~~~~~--~-~~--, ,-"-"--",-,,,,,

Larson, 1995,p;iv).Perhapsthe comingyears will witness a tearing down ofthe "wall

6fseparatioh" {Mathews & Larsori p.iv)betweenmedicineand religion and bring about

a reconciliation, aswell as a new synthesis ofthese ancient traditions ofhealing.

The long-standing neglect:of religious variables in medical settings has important

implications. Since data from multiple studies are demonstrating benefits of religious

commitment upon health, it may be "ethical for physicians, and appropriate for federal

health policy, to begin to encouragesuchc~mmitment. ,Itmight even become unethical

(or-inappropriate) someday to ignore (or oppose) such commitment" {Mathews &

'"
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Holistic Health Care

1970's. Greifinger and Grossman (1977) explain that the ultimate goal ofthe

practice ofmedicine is health. The diagnostic and therapeutic work of the physician, the

mechanical skill ofth:e surgeon, the attention and care ofthe nurse,.and the counsel ofthe

psychotherapist are all subsumed under the banner of"health care," and their efforts are
---,~"~,-"'_.".,~,,-,.~_.~~~.,,."

summarized as the "health care deliv€rysystem'~ofc"healthservices." The governmental

agencies concerned with these activities are not Departments ofMedicine, but

Departments ofHealth. "Near unanimous usage has linked medicine with health as if

they were causallyrelated"(p. 207), leading to the assumption that "good medicine

. yields good health" p. 207). Yetthe~etymology. ofthe word "health" suggests other

possibilities, with implications that relate directly to the current disaffection with medical

practice as being "over-technologized, authoritarian, and remote from true human needs"

....(". 207). Thus, human groWth is a measure ofthe health process, and takes its place

alongside human recovery as part ()f the agenda ofthe medical practitioner ifhe is truly

to be a worker in health care, Inthe past 40 years in the United States, there have been

some especially provocative ·attemptsto extend and expandthe connection between

health and medicine, ideaswhich challenge physicians to take a greater part in the

development of the "haleness" and "wholeness" oftheir human patient (Greifinger &

Grossmanrl" 1199'77~77)).. . . ...•..-=;;~;;;==;;~.=====~==~==_===:.:..==... _.:-•...

d-healthworkers;·havebee()me=iiiGre-asing1y=ai~sallsfied:.with-their-disciplines which
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customarily deal only with the body or mind of individuals, leaving to religion,

metaphysics, and philosophy the affairs of the spirit. "For most of us, reared in the

Western culture, a deep chasm exists betweenthe realm ofthe body and that ofthe

spirit" (Dunn, p.14).Allofusare familiar with instances in which people with sick or

deformed body has had the will to climb back to normality, but, to the best ofDunn's

knowledge, no one has ever seen people sickin spiritwho could maintain their mental or

physical health, for long. Perhaps sometime w~will come to realize that a major task

facing us is to fashion a rational bridge between the biological nature of humankind on

the one hand and the spirit on the other (Dunn, 1977).

McCormick (1978) states in his research paper that his final point in dealing with

health and care for health is that our responsibility must be 'holistic'. By holistic he

means that responsibility must be conceived and spoken ofas covering all of those things

.... .. thataffect ·lifeand health. It·must be part .and parcel ofan attitude toward persons that

. defends their rights, is strongly prophetic about.warfare, about poverty, about quality of

life in all aspects and at all ages: Without such a reach and universality, our own sense of

responsibility begins to erode by being selective; One cannotresponsibly care for the

person, the self or others, by caring for only a single aspect ofthe person (McCormick).

There is a profound difference between physicians, paramedical personnel, and a
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we are aware of this, we drift toward moralist, the extension into the moral sphere ofa

merely technological assessment ofman" (McCormick, p. 43).

A very significant area for evaluatioIiresearch pertains to holistic health. As

recognition grows that health care relevant to physical needs must also give attention to

the mental and spiritual components ofhealth, it will become increasingly important to

include activities to promotespiritualwell~being~inallofthe"helpingprofessions"

related to health, welfare,education,counselirig, social work, pastoral care, clinical

psychology, and other human service occupations, including health education (Moberg,

1979).

1980's. In the last several years holistic (sometimes spelled wholistic) medicine

has come to denote both an approach to the whole person in his or her total environment

andavariety ofhealing and health-promoting practices; This approach, which

eIlcompassesandis at times indistinguishable from humanistic, behavioral, and integral

- medicine, includes an appreciation ofpatients as mental and emotional, social and

spiritual, as well as physical beings. It respects their capacity for healing themselves and

regards them as active partners in, rather than passive recipieIits of; health care

(Hastings, et aI., 1980).

Holistic medicine addresses itselff6the~physical~mental, and spiritual aspects of

those who come for care. The praGtitioners~of'holistic medIcine are concerned with
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reputed the bond between these two and the spirit that gives them both meaning. In the

language of science, human beings are "open systems" and may be addressed at a variety

of levels, the psychosocial and spiritual as well as the biochemical and physiological

(Hasting, et aI.).

Holistic medicine emphasizes the uniqueness ofeach person, the complex

socioeconomic and psychological factors that in addition to biochemical and

physiological factors characterize each person's healthor illness. It encourages students

and practitioners to spend considerable time With their patients, to explore and appreciate

the minute particularity ofthe newworld that each patient brings to them, to become

sensitive to the complex psychology and uncommon life ofpeople with common

diseases. "Ofcourse each person will require a different approach, different forms of

exercise, a different diet, a different pharmacological treattnent,-anddiffefeIlt kinds of

... psychotherapeuticintervention"(Hastings,et aI., J980,po 493).

Hastings, et al. continues to write.that since the Middle Ages, scientists and

philosophers have tended to diyide man into body, mind, and spirit. This split is apparent

- - - .---~'-"---~----~----,_ .._-_._----_._---_...,,---_._"-~-

···---in thecurretifstructure ofthe health in professions. l'hysicians are dedicated to the

treatment of the body; psychologists and psychiatrists are concerned with treating the

mind; and the clergy are attendants to thesoul and administer the practice of spiritual

healing. While many other societi~~J!~y.~(;I"eatedheaJingritualsthat involve the whole

person as well as the family and socia,Ltn:a.trix;=W~$teJ~!rhealing-prae~ie.eshave been

II
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the healing professions, then health practitioners and laymen {sic} need to address

themselves to the entire person - mind and spirit as well as body - in relation to his or her

total environment" (Hastings et aI., p; 494).

Hastings, etai. point out some characteristics ofholistic health. They describe

them as approaches to medicine and health care which include understanding and

treating people in the context of their culture, Jheir family, and their community. Holistic

health emphasizes "the promotion ofhea.lth and the prevention ofdisease." It also

emphasizes "the responsibility ofeach individualfor his or her health" (p. 491). Holistic

medicine uses "therapeutic approaches thatmobilize the individual's innate capacity for

self-healing" (p. 491).

Hastings, et ai. (1980) continues by stating holistic medicine views illness as an

-- --_······qualityoflifein ea.chofits stages and aninterest in improving it as well as knowledge of

the illnesses that are common to it. Holistic medicine emphasizes the potential

therapeutic value of the setting ill which health care takes place. An understanding of

and a commltriient to change those social and economic conditions that perpetuate ill

health are as much a part of holistic medicine as its emphasis on individual

responsibility. "Although it appreciates the predictive value of data based on statistical

studies, holistic ,medicine emp~asizeseach_patienfsgenetic, biologi~al'aIl~

psychological uniqueness as\\,eg~a~:t!l~~!~P~~~~~~()fliiloIifig.:lr.eatme:ntto meet each
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Goldstein, et aI., (1987) did a study which compared members ofthe American

Holistic Medical Association (N = 340) to a group of California family practice

physicians (N = 142). The groups were similar in demographic characteristics. The

holistic doctors were distinct in their training, practice characteristics, attitudes, clinical

behaviors, motivations, and feelings ofJIl~giIl.~I~ty.Personal experiences with

religion/spirituality, psychotherapy" and maintaining a. personal health regime appeared

to be important distinguishing factors. The overall findings indicated a dimension of

diversity among physicians which had been neglected until now.

Goldstein, et aL(1987) concluded that, generally, the physician's role has been

portrayed as involving dominance over clients and other health workers. The physician's

superior position is based upon access to, and use of, "rational scientific knowledge

.........~._.~..-----_._.~" _._ _---------------
about health and disease" (p. 104) as well as on training and competence in specific skills

..' ..'fortreating disease~Holisticphysiciansseekan"egalitarian"as opposed to a dominating

1>r authoritarian, relationship with theirclients and coworkers. Although a high degree of

personal autonomy is important J<:) most holistic physicians, they also assume that

···~successfiiIheaI1iigiequ~ies."recognizingandfosteringtbe autonomy ofthe ,client"(p.

104). In addition, although holistic healers acknowledge the importance of scientific

research as a basis ofknowledge and skills; theY'see itas only "one ofa number of ways

, to~derive useful irUormation and techniques"{p.lQ4). Folk knowledge, in~ight, spiritual

_.__._..phenomena.aI:e.aILregarded.as~potentia1ly=impm:tant.:::::Even·when~scieniifically derived

liill

:~I:
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knowledge about illness is correct, holistic physicians often "question its utility for

healing" (p. 104), especially as it interferes with the training ofhealers and clients in the

use ofother holistic approaches. They generally "condemn the monopolization of

medicine and healing by physicians" (Goldstein, etal., p.l04).Despite these differences

of mainstream medicine, a number ofcommentators and observers have indicated that

.holistic medicine is gradually findingfavoramongaJargernumber ofmedical doctors

(Goldstein, et al.).

Goldstein's, et al. (1987) study revealed that a) many mainstream physicians (at

least family practitioners) hold viewS and behave in ways that deviate from mainstream

medical norms; b) the gllifbetween mainstream and holistic outlooks in medicine is not

as wide as some commentators think, and c) the potential for the adoption ofholistic

- ._----"--~.._-"--------------

concepts and techniques by mainstream practitioners is substantial. Overall they believe

thattheirfindingsillustrate the extent to which pluralistic identities, attitudes, and

behaviors already exist among American physicians.· The holistic physicians are

significantly more likely than family practitioners to be "predominantly in private

-~-~--practICe~toseefewerpailel1tsper week, andto use hospitals less frequently" (p. 117).

Holistic doctors are considerably more likely than family practitioners to report "past

religious or spiritual experiences as freqllent, important, and influential in their lives" (p.
-,',-" --, "-",,

117). They are also much more likely-to-reportthat"psychotherapeutic eXl'eriences have
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influencing views about medicine is an important distinguishing characteristic between

these two groups (Goldstein, et al.).

In the same study Goldstein, etal. also interviewed 30 members of a support

group for holistic physicians in Los Angeles and found that22 ofth~30 respondents

reported religious and/or spiritual experiences m~st freguently as the reason which

shaped their feelings about medicine andtheir practice of it.

In a historical perspective Ralll(1988)e?qllains that early practitioners ofhealing

arts understood man as a whole being whose body, spirit, and mind were not separate.

For them, all symptoms ofdisease affected the whole person. A deep change occurred in

.... the J9th.century when me~cine allied its.elfwith the natural sciences. Advances in

. science and technology have led to rapid perfecting ofdiagnostic, therapeutic and
---~ _ __.~~~--_ _~~ ..~-:--~---~----------------------

rehabilitative skills. Modem medicine is able to transplant organs, replace joints and

._. ·j:,rolonglife:ffithep:tocess,however, the close relationship between doctor and patient

has given way to depersonalized, sophisticated technology.(Ram, 1988).

Ram's study on spiritual leadership in health discusses the problems with today's

health care system. He state~ that most people used to believe that more doCtors and

more hospitals would result in better health. "As we look at today's world, we see that

although health care is necessary, mostdisease stems from suchfactofs as poverty, poor

.... housing, lack of safe drinking water,malnutrition,-illiterac)', loneliness or isolation" (p.
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healthy living in a sick society.

Cousins (1989) states that the wise physiciandoesn't minimize the seriousness of
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have to offer. "Instead ofdwelling-on-alhhemelancholy, possibilities, hec.>ffers a plan of

product oftheir total environment, dis-ease is a product of the whole person. "We

Ram continues by asking whether or not this makes any difference to the practice

desperately need a new approachto health and healing in order to deal with it" (p. 6).

part of God's creation, unique in one sense, and yet shaped by the community of which

fundamental diseases of today's society have not been cured because the best medicines

who are prepared to spepd time with patients, treating them with understanding

the illness~ he presents it as a challenge that calls for the best both doctor and patient

and skill" (p. 48).

battle in which the patient has~l!A~ti~~-.~1~:_~T!~-p]i1~i~i_~sta¥S=-iil~closetouch with the

:nt,-re!~ar(linlgfu-··oraleas-an=integraL-part::of:Sound-treatmene...(p~-J~._Cousinsalso

ofmedicine. Recognizing human attributes calls for recognition that "each person is a

human care that is so important in healing (Ram, 1988).

These are human attributes and onlyhumanscanprovidethem. It is this dimension of

Ram believes that "despite the wonders ofmodem medicine, we see that certain

of the best institutions are not capable of listening, caring, touching and loving" (p. 6).

each is a part" (p. 7), so that individual and community can "never'be separated" (p. 7).

Ram·is convinced that no one can be

(p. 48) can be found today. He explains that "there are a weat many physicians

-Cousins (1989)believes that "caring; compassionate; and competent physicians"
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never dreamed" (Cousins, p. 54).
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Cousins believes we live ata~time~whenprogress in overcoming illness is equated

believes that the physician should also provide the patient with a comprehensive list of

stress, or coping with unavoidable stress at home or attheworkplace; the need for a good

things to do in addition to medical compliance. The list can include "major attention to

participating in groups ofpatients confronting similar problems are also suggested by

nutrition; exercise to whatever extent is possible and desirable; freedom from unusual

quality of life" (p. 54). Ways of combating depression and anxiety and suggestions for

Cousins (1989) talks about the patient-physician relationship. Doctors are not

Cousins. This may help enable the patient to "come into possession ofpowers that he

entirely to blame for spending so little time directly with patients. The central fact here

is thatdoctors don't get paid for talking to patients. "In a medical economy dominated

harsh reality is that doctors get paidmostlyfortestsand procedures" (p. 55). It is not

by third-party paymasters - insurance companies, the government, health plans, etc. - the

surprising, therefore, that patients should be "subjected toa multitude ofencounters with

expensive medical technplogy, not all ofwhich is essential or without risk" (p. 55).

in physician's offices or in hospitals, tes!s now account for the major portion of the

physician's fees (Cousins).

Finally, it helps to explain why medical costs haveskyrocketedinrecentyears. Whether
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"prescription pad over us like a magic wand and provide a presto remedy" (p. 55). This

is not the noblest exercise of the physician's skills. Unfortunately, the public's short-cut

notions ofhow to get rid of illness or pain frequently puts the physicians in a position of

meeting the demand for prescriptions or seeing their patients go elsewhere (Cousins).

1990's. Cohen (l997) wrote in:hisiI1t~l"Yie\Vwith David Larson that as president

ofhis own think tank, the National Institute ofHealth Care Research,Larson is on the

road to spread the word to health professionals and other decision makers. Larson

believes that faith is a crucial element ofthe American psyche and that faith should be

taken into consideration in health care not just in a patient's last moment but from the

firsttimea physician, or a psychothera.pist, takehisorherhistory (Larson's study, as

cited in Cohen, 1997). For more information see Appendices A and B.

Health Care andReligion

1970's. McCormick(1978)believes thatunless prevention, cure, and care are

experienced as extensions ofgenuine human caring and love, health care professionals

are less than they could and should be..They do not touch the whole person: Rather they

minister to a body. "They may healthebody,butwelongforandneed a deeper healing

from each other as the bodyis healed" (p. 43). This is one good reason why persons of

deep faith and religious consecration should be in health care. "For in our time, it is far

too easy for health care to be reduced-to-only body care, ina very impersomJ.lway"

(McCormick, p.

:1:1
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1980's. The relationship between religion and health has received varying degrees

ofattention from sociologists, health professionals, epidemologists, and public health

researchers. Hastings, etal (1980) wants to remind u.s thatthroughmost of our history

medicine itselfhas been sacred art. "Healing was God's workand the healer, priest, or

shaman, was a catalyst to, or vessel for, a power variously labeled as God or nature."

(Hastings, p, 241). Inrecent yearsHastingsnotesthat"this~scientificsanction has

encouraged clerics, physicians, and laypeople who are dissatisfied with the aridity of

both contemporary religion and medicine to try to forge a new synthesis ofhealing

practice, scientific research, and spirit" (Hastings,~et aI., 1980, p. 241).

~~~,~' ",'," Bergin (1983) explains that spiritual tendencies are common among us, but they

are symbolized and expressed under many aliases. In addition, medical practitioners

need to more assiduously include collaboration with the religious leaders and subcultures

'ITotfiwhichclientscome: The opportunity to utilize associated support systems to induce

and maintain change is a potentiality that community psychologists appreciate but that

medical practitioners often ignore: Finally, we need to broaden our horizons so that

despite our differences, we can empathize with personswho approach life from a

spiritual perspective and thus achieve the mutual cognition's, emotions, and behaviors

are so pervasive, potential medical cliniciansrespecno which most ofus are committed

eir~clients~~religiouS:W'(}l'ld:::ctew"S=mther::than~enyJhejmportance of these
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For over two decades,

the immediate focus ofwhich is tliemedicaT'cohilifioILOf.tlie:::patlenC.(Smith, p. 1).

nurses, do not confine their activityto diagnosis,prognQsis,and treatment. Theirs is, or

latter's treatment value~ and perhaps something oftheir philosophy oflife or religion"

First, no one denies that health care professionals, especially physicians and

should be, a "high touch" relationship with the patient such that they "come to know the

1990's. Maugins andWadland (1991) explained that patients and physicians

important.

28

Fagen (1996) adds that in public health circles, the level ofeducational attainment

commonly report personal adherence to religious beliefs and practices, but religious

is held to be the key demographic predictor ofphysical u,-"",nu.

context ofserious, life-threatening illness), despite significant interest among both groups

issues are not frequently addressed in the patient-physician relationship (except in the

to do so (Maugins & Wadland, 1991).

content that would engender an appreciation of religious valuables" (Bergen, p. 95).

Race, gender and ethnic origin now receive deserved attention, but -"religion is still an

views. To achieve this goal, the clinical students and practitioners should be aware of

orphan in academia" (Bergen, p. 95).

their own religious impulses. "Training inthe clinical professions is almost bereft of

.,. however, the level'ofreligions.practice' has been.shown convincingly to be equally

,.._... ., (Smith, 1997,p. 1). Nevertheless,=':theirsjsanobjective (though not cold) relationship,
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Second, what remains essentially a medical condition for the health care

professional is experienced in a much different way by the patient. For the patient, the

medical condition is experienced as a "human dilemma generally involving the reality of

human suffering" (Smith,p. 2). For the patient, then, sickness is a vastly larger reality

than the medical diagnosis. Beyond the questions about diagnosis, treatment, and

subsequent prognosis, there are the precisely human questions of the "existence of evil

(physical evil in me), the reality of suffering confronting one, and the matrix ofmeaning

by which the patient faces this reality ofsuffering, beyond the confines ofphysical pain"

(Smith, 1997, p. 2).

Smith stated that a physical illness may provide the occasion for a person to

appreciate spiritual needs at a new level. For this reason, Catholic health care includes

pastoral.care, especially the adm·-'-:ic--m~·s:-tr-at7io-n-o~f~t'-he""".· ...,...sa...,...c...,...ra...,...m...,...e...,...n...,...ts...,....---··__····__····

. However; Smith cautionsthe sacramentofthe Anointing ofthe Sick does not
---- - ---- - -~[----

bypass or duplicate the work ofhealth care professionals. "It places the human drama of

suffering within its context and pla~~s the patient in his or her suffering squarely, and

effuctlvcly:iiithepre~ence ofthe suffering Christ andthe grace ofthe Holy Spirit" (p. 2):

The patient in a hospital bed, after all, is not looking for an explanation for this

suffering; but is looking for the consolation ofcompassion and hope (Smith, p. 2).

Larson stated that while one_can.c.gOthrQllgllthe motions ofbeing religious

. without being spiritual, or be spirittiatwitho.ut:tl:re=.ttappiIIgs'::'Q.f~giQllS system,

_. -S'\JIUO;()U·S...:p··iety.and.gertuine_ril.e:tyjiiVe~dlffer.enTeffeGts~So~science disti!!~ishes between
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those who merely go to church and those who go to God (Larson's study, as cited in

Cohen, 1997).

Spirituality

Spirituality and Religion

"''"~~,,''"'"''"'''''"'"''" '''" '"'"' , ''" ,.=..;19;...;;5;...;;0-,'s=.J,",un""g (1958) said that "religionis aninstinctiveattitude peculiar to man"

(p. 26), and its manifestations canbefollowedallthrough,human history. Jung continues:

Its evident purpose is to maintain the psychic balance, for the natural man
has an equally natural "knowledge' of the fact that his conscious functions
may at any time be thwarted by uncontrollable happenings coming from
inside as well as from outside". (p. 26)

·,', '" .,..1960's.EresentlY,peoplemustleam·to..li:veina.worldthat can be threatening and

frightening and full ofchange, "without cracking up from self-pity and despair, and

without givinguphis struggle for a meaningful and satisfying life. Each generation of

...... man has a rendezvous with destiny; if it isn't the H-bomb, it's the saber-tooth tiger" (p.

261). Hoyman (1962) believestl1atour~(;oJD.1l1Qn taskjs, to help bring order out ofchaos,

rational purposes outof irrational existence,. and significant values and meaning out of

Maslow (1964) believes that, traditionally, religion has been of the spirit and

science has been ofthe body. This has led to a wide philosophicalgulfbetween the
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-- Apparently, even atheists show-some type~ofreligious or spiritual iI!fluences. It

Maslow also states that religious experiences can be produced by sexual love, or

by philosophical insight, or by athletic success, or by watching a dance performance, or

achievable in almost any activity of life, ifthis activity is raised to a suitable level of

narrow context and some examples ofthis include the supernatural,. churches, rituals,

dogmas, and professional clergymen. Then religion can be distributed in principle

throughout the whole oflife. -Religioncanthencb~comenoton1yonesocial institution

by bearing a child. Maslow believes we should take the word "religious" out of its

perfection (Maslow, 1964). It is because both science and religion have been too

among others, not one department of life distinct from others, but rather a state ofmind

narrowly conceived, and have been too exclusively dichotomized and separated from

each other, that they have been seen to be two mutually exclusive worlds. To put it

briefly, this separation permitted 19th-century science to become exclusively

the range ofnatural human knowledge, that they can never be known in confirmable,

values or spiritual values. Thisjs the same as saying that these ends are entirely outside

free. It mistakenly conceived of itselfas havin.gnothingto say about ends or ultimate

validated way, in a way that could satisfy intelligent people, as facts satisfy them

(Maslow).

--- - -mechanistic, too positivistic, too reductionistic, too desperately attempting to be value-

. ~- ...experiences-thanconventi()nall¥=teltgious::people-.;=P-attI;V:::.this..m3.¥-have.been because
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they are more often serious about values, ethics, philosophy of life, and because they

Ram (1988) believes non-Christians have recognized the essential unity of

1980's. Harmon (1985) believes religion is viewed by individuals to help assist

1970's. The Christianity Today - Gallop poll shows that 94% ofthe general

have had to struggle away from conventional beliefs and have had to create a system of

faith for themselves individually (Maslow).

public believe in God or in a universal spiritthat intheir mind functions as God. Only
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Maslow indicates the religious lifestyle or peak experiences. are to be valued as

producing health through the impetus it gives for altering possible harmful lifestyles.

4% explicitly deny the existence of such a Being (Gallop, 1979). The precise nature of

creation. One of the guiding principles-ofMahatma Gandhi's satyagraha (nonviolent

resistance), was based on his beliefthathumankind is an indivisible whole. He affirmed

conviction; it is a source of strength in the minds of ourincreasingly complex and

the Supreme Being is another matter, but very few need to be convinced that he/she is

belief,artdabouthalfsay-it gives them great comfort; so belief is not merely an abstract

their own morality with hope and trust

that an individual's actions cann.ofbe_neat1y-coifip3ftD:l'efftali.ied~--A]nertEinstein's theory

them in organizing their thoughts and actions 'and to assist them in realistically viewing

there. Eighty-seven percentofthose who say they believe in God find comfort in their

"bewildering society (Gallop, 1979)
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of relativity maintained the universe is one single whole. Ifanyone part of the universe

is affected, the rest of the universe is affected too.

Gallop surveys of recentyears, for example, show that 87% of adult Americans

pray to God; 69% feel that God has guided them in making decision,s; and 36% feel that

God has spoken directly to them "through some means" (Pollner, 1989, p. 99). Surveys

conducted by the National Opinion Research Center reveal that 80% ofAmerican adults

feel at least "somewhat close" to God mostofthe time; 47% report that they have

experienced a spiritual force "that seemed to liftthem out ofthemselves." In short, there

is evidence that "individuals participate in 'divine relations' as well as social relations and

that divine relationships may approximate concrete social relationships in intensity"

(Pollner, 1989, p. 99).

1990's. Ronald Johnstone (1992) discussed religion in his research paper and

stated:

Religion is a social phenomenon and is in an interactive relationship with
the other social units that constitute a society. This seemingly obvious
assertion, which lies at the very foundation ofthe sociology ofreligion, is
actually not nearly assimple_asitmay_seem.__ Nor is it so readily accepted

-"""~---"-------asoi:ie-nilghi expect.

Many people, particularly the religiously committed, think of religion in
an entirely different way. Some prefer to see religion as the context of the
people's communion with the supernatural, and religious experience as
something outside of ordinaryexp~rien(;e,while others see religion as an
expression ofan instinctual reaction to cosmic forces. Still others see
religion as an explicit set ofmessages from a_deityi These viewpoints
certainly-de-emphisiZe,i.gnore;=OLeYen:reject:the~srrcioto:gica.l::dimenslons

ofreligion. Nevertheless,wlietlier~we~are~taIKing~ab1>un:el1gioILin """
~"""~~-,--__" ."Cg~eI~lJ-=Qtc~_p~ic.ll!~r:rellgIous=-raiiUly-:suGh~as~C1mstia.nity-or-Buddhism,
""~~ """" "_"" oLa_specificreligioit~gtouiSi.iC]i="as~ihe':'F1rstBaptlst,J.eligion will_be seen

to interact with other social-institutions and forces in society. (p. 1)
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Religion and Health

1980's. Results from Zuckerman, Kasl, and Ostfeld's (1984) study reveals

religiousness as a variable that reduced the risk ofmortality among the elderly who were

in poor health. Harmon (1985) explored inher research paper the relationship between

religiosity and health, she wrote that it was evident from the literature that some theorists

view religion and mystical experiencesascgivingdirectiontowardpositive psychological

and physical health. Religion may lead to a "deeper sense of reality, give firmness,

stability, and equilibriumto life, assist in organizing thoughts and actions, allow a deeper

introspection and development of intrinsic strengths, and bring about a positive way of

.... livip.g" (p. 23). One possible way the.n of enhancing psychological and physical health is

to "refocus our attention on religion and it's positive value system" (p. 23), as these

attitu,jina] and behavioral changes may "form the framework for the prevention or

alteration ofdeleterious ~ealth habits" (Harmon, 1985, p.23).

1970's- 1980's. Since 1978, the Christian Medical Commission (CMC) has

pursued a study program helping churches all over the world to reach a deeper Christian

understanding ofhealth, healing, and wholeness. On the basis·ofwisdom gathered from

people in all walks of life and many different cultures, the CMC has come to believe that

health is based on harmony with·one's self, with one's neighbors, with nature and with

.. God. It depends on the physical, mental, spiritual, economic, political and social well-

being ofa perSOR "We havele~~~~!~~!~t1i~~~~is~~~~~s~paraJjle=umtY'=ofbody,mind and
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health" (Ram, 1988, p. ·8).

1990's. Oleckno and Blacconiere's 1991 study found that the more religious
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spirit, and that disturbance in the harmonious relations of these factors can cause ill-

students reported "a greater degree ofwellness on each of the six sub-scales" which

included: 1) health responsibility;2}self-actualization;3) exercise; 4) nutrition; 5) stress

management, and6) interpersonal support The findings of this study "fuel the growing

public interest in increasing healthy behaviors and reducing health compromising

behaviors in the population" (p. 825). Not ollly do "the highly religious more frequently

practice healthy behaviors",·but they "less frequently practice health compromising

activities"(p.825). These data imply that religionmight not ollly be "good for the soul,

but good for the body as well" (Oleckno & Blacconiere, 1991).
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This chapter will examine how spirituality can influence diseases and social

conditions in the studies thatwere reviewed. Under the heading spirituality, religion and

DISEASE, SOCIAL CONDITIONS, AND SPIRITUALITY

under the heading social conditions. It was importaJlt for the researcher to include these

disease. Anxiety, depression, mental health, drtlgs, and social problems are included

topics because spirituality has been shown to positively influence diseases and social

CHAPTER II

church attendance are included.

Cancer

comparisons of cancer deaths for Mormons was compared with non-Mormons. The Utah

find how many of these deaths were Mormon, the central church file ofall living and

deceased Mormon Church members was used. For verification purposes, Lyon, et al.

researched the religious preferences of patients known to be dead by checking the

obituary files of the local newspaper::ana::then=~oD1i>-w~(Et~ID-t([ih~-=earIiermatching.

--~------T970's-:-InaT976studydone by Lyon, Klauber, Gardner, and Smart (1976),

--~Eondifiori.s.Uridertheaisease heading, the researcher included cancer and cardiovascular

----:::- -::(JanceI"Registry(l966-1970)was-used-toprovide-data-on cancer in the state ofUtah. To
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as church members" (Lyon, et aI., p. 130). These researchers found that incidence of

cancers of the female breast, uterine cervix, and ovary was significantly lower in the

Mormon population, with carcinoma ill situ ofthe cervix showing the largest difference

as compared to th,e non-Mormon, and breastcancer the least. No significant difference

was noted between the two populations for cancer ofthe corpus uteri. Mormon males

had low rates of stomach cancer as comparedtonon-Mormons, but no significant

difference in females was noted. Two sites had higher rates for Mormon males _

prostate, with an 11% excess over expected from the Cancer Survey, and brain and

nervous-system neoplasm's, with 12% excess, whereas non-Mormon males had fewer

cases than expected at bothsites;'fherewere"somesiteswithsignificant differences

from the Cancer Survey for both religious groups. Cancers ofthe colon, liver, and kidney

had a significantly lowerincidence than the National Cancer Survey for males, and

... cancers ofthe rectum and pancreas for both sexes. Cancer of the lip showed a marked

excess ofcases for both sexes ofthe Mormon population.over the Cancer Survey (Lyon,

et aI., 1976).

1980's. In 1987, a major reviewof250epidemiologicalhealthresearch studies-

studies which examined the relationship between health and religion and measured such

additional outcomes as colitis, cancers ofmany different types, and longevity measures-

1987).
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Pilch (1988) believes individuals who suffer from cancer and otherlife-

threatening diseases, however, admit that this "disorienting" experience has helped them

"reorient" their lives as ifnothing else has been ableto. Indeed, medical anthropologist'

would call this "healing," that is, "an ability to make sense out oflife even if a person is

aware of imminent death." "Healing isa.restorationofpurposefulliving, a discovery of

fresh meaning in life," (Pilch,.1988,p.29) even when the actual physical or

psychological condition, cannot be cured. Life~sfulfillment, thus is found not so much in

wealth as iUs in discovering how to make the best ofbad situations (Pilch).

1990's. Dwyer, Clark, and Miller's (1990) findings suggest that "religion has a

significantimpact on mortalityratesIorallmalignancies combined" (p. 185), for

digestive cancer, and for respiratory cancer when controlled for demographic,

environmental, and regional factors known to affect cancer morality. These results

.. "providenewinsightintothe relationship between religion and health at the macro or

community level and suggest that the "influence ofreligion on social structure warrants

further attention" (p..185)~The prepond~rance ofevidence suggests that "religious

participation and affiliation influence health behavior and reduce the likelihood of cancer

mortality" (Dwyer, et aI., p.185).

Dwyer, et aI., researched the type ofreligious background ofcommunities and

:.---...... .. compared them to cancer rates and concluded that "counties with higher concentrations

-A1though-themagnitude4f.thiS-r.elati()l1S~~es=te~gtally.-and-bytype.ofcancer,
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the direction ofthe relationship is consistent. On the other end of the continuum, high

concentrations ofMormons are associated systematically with the lowest cancer

mortality rates. The data also showed that in comparison to non-Protestants, higher

proportions ofconservative and moderate Protestants are .associated consistently with

lower cancer mortality rates. The impact of the concentration ofCatholics and liberal

Protestants is mixed, however. Countieswith,greaterproportionsofCatholics have

higher digestive cancer morality rates in the 1968..J970 and 1976-1980 models, but lower

respiratory cancer rates across allthreeperiQds.Similarly, the effect of the concentration

ofliberal Protestants varies and is significant only in the 1971-1975 models. In this

.~~.--_- ---__ peri.od, greater proportions of liberalProtestants.are associated with higher mortality

rates for all malignancies,and for digestive cancer, but with lower rates for respiratory

cancer. "Hence religious concentration affects county cancer morality rates, and the

-.-. -denominationaldifferences appearto CO:nfOflIl toaconservative-liberal dichotomy"

(Dwyer, et aI., 1990, p: 185).

Then Dwyer, et aI., concluded that their findings show that at the county level,

religious concentration and denomination affiliation have a "significant impact on cancer

mortality rates net ofdemographic, environmental, and regional factors known to affect

cancer morality" (p. 197). Moreover, although there was some variation in the effects of

tliereligion variables on morality~rates-for:anmalignanciescombine<i,f()rdigestive
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However, Ferraro and Jensen's (1991) study contradicts this. They found within

varying levels ofpractice, "people with more conservative affiliation have poorer health"

(p. 199), and thiswas greater than the effects religious affiliation and race, and about

equal to that of education -long considereda pivotal factor in predicting health status

(Ferraro & Jensen, 1991).

However, Ferraro and Jensen also found that "regardless ofone's religious

affiliation and the intensity ofone's beliefs, higherlevel ofpractice are related to better

self-reported health status"(p. 194). The respondent's level ofpractice, the degree to

which they pray and participate in religious services, "were significantly related to better

. health.status, regardless ofage" (Ferraro&·Jensen,p:194):

Cardiovascular Disease

1970's. Comstock and Partridge (1972) did a study which analyzed

. ..... arteriosclerotic heart disease deaths among white males. (Using 189 arteriosclerotic

heart disease deaths within a three·yearperiodandasample of378 persons from the

1963 census population which was matched to these deaths for race, sex and year of

birth.) It was found that the "risk ofdying from arteriosclerotic heart disease was much

less for men who usually attended church at least weekly" (p. 669). Even after allowing

for the effects of smoking, socio-ecollomicstatus, and water hardness, "the risk for the
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their protection. froll1~le!l:th.:.~

As early as 1972 researchers for the Johns Hopkins University School ofPublic
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have profound effects on health. Oxman, Freemen, and Mannheim (1995) found one of

1990's. There is astudytlJ.atshowsthat spirituality and religious activities can

1980's. In 1982 Dr. RobertByrd a cardiologist then at the University of

prayed for had noticeably fewer postopeJ:ativ~c~mgestiveheart failures, fewer

cardiopulmonary arrests, less pheumoms, and less need for antibiotics (Byrd).

cardiac surgery. None ofthe patients kt1~wtl1eywerebeing prayed for and none of the

California at San Francisco Medical School, conducted a random-sample, double-blind

and even suicide (Comstock & Partridge,197~).

study of the effects ofprayer, not by the patients but for the patients, on outcome of

ofthe liver, emphysema, and arteriosc~erosis, iIl.add!tion to other cardiovascular diseases

reduced significantly in early old age bya lifetime ofregular church attendance" (p. 665).

By contrast, nonattendeesliad higher mortality rates for such other diseases as cirrhosis

Health found that "cardiovascular diseases, the leading killers ofolder people, were

the strongest predictions of survival afterheart surgeryis the degree to which patients

-draw strength andcomfortf!()J1ltl1eir-:religioIl,cand~the.morereligious they are, the greater

attending doctors and nurses knew who was and who was not being prayed for Those

praying had no personal contact with the patients before or during the experiment. The

. ····outcomes for the two sets of patients differed significantly. Those patients who were
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Social Conditions

Anxiety, Depression, and Mental Health

1960's. In a study on collegesophom.oresandjuniors, 19 t021 years ofage,

Williams and Cole (1968) found that the high religiosity subjects manifested the least

anxiety on all dimensions. The researchersconcludedthatonthe basis of their present

study, they can simply affirmthatamongstudents,mostofwhomhave been subjected to

some religious influence, the religiously active subjects manifested the least anxiety

(Williams & Cole, 1968).

1980's. Throughout the histoIy ()fmedicine, practitioners have puzzled about the

seemingly "inexplicable recoveIy~ofmortally in patients and the sudden morbidity of

patients who should havd fully recuperated" (p. 493).. Among the subtle variables in this

process are "profound a1t~rations in psychological outlook, life-style, and the interaction

.. ·······15etweeIim.iridandb()dy" (Hastings,etal., 1980;p: 493). Beginning as early as the 19th

centuIy, the French neurologist Charcot exp~oredth~psychosomaticetiology of

hysterical seizures. Freud, Shemngton, Pavlov,~Cannon, Selye, and others have added to

the understanding of the precise mechanisms and biochemical mediators by which

psychological states, subjective imageIy, and emotions effect the body (Hastings, et al.)

And Griffith, English, and Mayfield found in their study on black prayer meetings

tl:1atthe continued activity and vitality-ofthis church group, even in the context ofa

constantly changing attendancep.att~m;:S.tr.Qllglyjndicate=th~at=certain-urbanblacks have

_···-fouhd-a~resource-formeetiilg-llieif-::memaJ=healt1.H::leeds;=Mental-health-professionals may
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depreciate such a church group, but "black people cannot be expected to reject culture-

bound and religion-based support systems which have been functional for so long" (p.

128).This would be especially ill-advisedwhen access to mental health professionals in

black urban communities is still not assured.

Peterson and Roy's 1985 study indicated that it was predicted that church

attendance would be negatively related~toanxiety~becausereligious communities perform

a therapeutic function for the individual. "Participation within such a community affords

one an opportunity to draw on the community for emotional support in coping with

problematic aspects oflife which can alleviate anxiety" {po 59). The findings clearly

support this idea. "Church attendance has a notable negative effect on anxiety which was

net of the effects ofall of the background'and other religiosity variables" (Peterson &

Roy,p.59).

Yvonne·Harmon (1985)·found in her study thatthere was "less anxiety and

decreased fear ofdeath and dying in the older group attending church" (p. 25). There

also was reported "a doubling ofthe rate ofmyocardial infarction among the non-

religious who did not attend church inrelation to the religious sample attending church"

(p.25).

In Idler's 1987 study between religious involvement and the health of a sample of

~~.-... .... New Haven elderly, the association~runs'inth€pr€diGteddirection: "greater religiousness
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attend religious services, and know others of the congregation, the less physically

disabled or depressed they are likely to be.

Crawford, Handal, and Wiener (1989) did a study which examined the

relationship between religion and mentalhealth/distress. Data analyzed for the total

sample (n = 226) indicated that high religious subjects were significantly less distressed

and manifested betterpsychologicatadjustmentthan,mediumandJowreligious subjects.

Data analyzed for female subjects (n = 136}shQwedthat"not only were high religious

subjects statistically less distres~edand better adjusted psychologically than medium and

low religious subjects, the resplts were clinically meaningful as well" (I'. 272). Data

analyzed for male subjects found no significant relationship between subjects degree of

religion and mental health/distress. Based upon these preliminary findings religion does

notappearto be deleterious to the mental health of individuals. In factthere appears to

be a positive relationship between religion and psychological adjustment (Crawford, et

aI., 1989).

1990's. Ellison and Gay's (1990) study also states that their research "confirms

·_····--·~theimportanceofreI1gIousparticipationin··thepersonaHivesofmany··BlackAmericans.

The possibility or greater 'other worldliness' among southern religious Blacks suggests

two competing hypotheses concerning therole~ofreligion as ideational coherence" (I'.

:....e-__ . -- _. - 127).. On the one hand, iftheirreligious-heritage-Ieadssollthern Blacks to place

~-~--~I;t:httal$o.urce~ofpersonaLcomfort:and::satisfaction:::amung:.southem-BIacks.On the other
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Koenig et al. (1992) foundthatAfricanAmericans,those with conservative

may be most frequent among individuals seeking to cope with adversity (Ellison & Gay).

religious coping strategies. In contrast,li})era.lProtestants, those without a religious

And in a survey of psychiatric research'Larson (1994) found that religious people

(Koenig; et al.).

rated religion as being very·important in coping with depression. And Koenig, Ford,

theological beliefs and those with more social support were the most likely to use

hand,·southern Black religiosity may serve primarily as a compensatory resource; prayer
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that religious coping is inversely related to depression in hospitalized elderly men. This

Koenig et al. (1992) diid a follow.·upstudyon religion and depression and found

affiliation and alcohol users, werelessJikelyto ernploy religious coping techniques

predicting the fihal outcome concerning depressive status. More than 50% of patients

rates ofanxiety" (p. 342), while Jistening to TV evangelical programs and practice of the

attendance and devotional activity (prayer and Bible reading) are associated with lower

delinquents, or divorced, andtl1~YJ~!!<i~i;H~:~liaye~tt~f:~~{Lais()ri'sstudy, as cited in

young" (p. 342).

, were less likely to abuse drugs or alcohol, commit suicide, be depressed, 11~ jtlvenile

..,George, Blazer and Meador(1993) found thatinyounger patients, "increased church

"--~"----"".."-

Pentecostal faith are associated with "higher rates ofanxiety, particularly among the

;""~'~""O'~' '" follQw-up study illustrates t~e importance o(religiQnjn reducing depression and in
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1970-1980. Burkett and White (1974) found that church attendance is inversely

related to delinquency, alcohol, and marijuana use among adolescents. Drug use and

religion have a n,egative correlation. Guinn's 1975 study found that among Mexican-

Amer;ican high school students, "drug use is associated with a higher socioeconomic

class, less involvement and achievementinschool;less reliance upon parents, teachers

and professionals and less involvementin religious activities" (p. 241). And Hays, Stacy,

Sidaman, DiMatteo, and Downey (1986) also found similar results. They found that

"religiousness and conformity-commitment are consistently and negatively associated

with alcohol, marijuana and other drug'use amongteenagers" (Hays, et aI., 1986 p. 368).

1990's. Dwyer, et aI. (1990) believe that a person may not need to be a religious

communicant or a member ofa particular denomination in order to obtain health benefits

.. from the effects ofdecreased exposure to secondary smoke in counties with higher

concentrations ofpeople who do not smoke because oftheir religious beliefs. Oleckno

and Blacconiere's 1991 study.on religiosity andwellness found that their study exhibits

the health enhancing role ofreligiollS cOfu.rilifil1entiilasample ofcollege students.

"Higher religiousness was associated with lower occurrence ofhealth compromising

behaviors including: 1) smoking; 2) drug and alcohol use; 3) not wearing seatbelts, and

4)personal illness and injuries" (p~=~?~:.~Q.~ig,..G~Qrg~,Me.liciQr,J~l;iZer and Ford

(1994), found that "adherence toreligiolls.ptactices{prayer~Biole sfuCly and church

~ -----
_...~----_._---l'Irrj"\ndance)and-beliefs is-inverseIYTcla:ted-to~n'sK of-developing alcoholism" (p. 230).
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1980's. Hannay (1980) found that his clinical study supports the findings ofpast
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Larson (1994) is propelled by his findings that, basically, the pious tend to be

healthier and live longer. For instance, in a survey ofpeople in Evans county, Georgia,

he found that smokers who wentto church regularly were four times less likely to have

high blood pressure than those who didn't,andha:da:bout the same .blood pressure as a

Fagen (1996) believes thatin repairing damage caused by alcoholism, drug

nonchurchgoingnonsmoker.

addiction, and marital breakdown,religiousbeliefandpractice are a major source of

strength and recovery. Fagan is convinced that regular practice ofreligion is good for

personal physical health. He believes itincreases longevity, improves one's chances of

Social Problems

research indicatingthat "religiouscolllmitl11entis associated with better physical, mental,

and social outcomes" (p. 685). Not only did 40% ofclinic attendees go to church at least

once a month, but only monthly attendance was associated with lower counts ofphysical,

emotional, and social functioning symptOtns. --C()I1Sistellt with the findings ofpast

religious commitment than were younger patients, as well as male patients (Hannay,

research, older patients, as well as female patients, were found to have higher levels of

~" .. " recoveryfrom illness, and lessens the incidence ofmany killer diseases.

=------. - 1980).
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Breault (1986) found that "in the years 1954-1978 divorce, church nonattendance

and suicide have all steadily increased" (p.. 632). Breault believes there may be some

correlation in the fact that when church attendance decreased, social problems increased.

1990's. Johnstone (1992) believes that religious behavior is problem-solving like

any other social activity. Praying, attending church service, observing religious laws, and

having and talking about "mountain top experiences," for example, are all religious

activities that contribute in some way (at least from the perspective of the religious-

participant) toward solving a problem, either existing or anticipated (Johnstone, 1992).

Fagan (1995)wrote of the importance ofchurch membership:

The ReverendLee Earl started achurchinone ofthe most desolate
sections ofDetroit, a neighborhood whose economy was built on drugs,
prostitution, and welfare. Within a decade the same neighborhood and the

___ Saple inhJlbimntS,_undecthe.ins.piratiorr..ofthe..spiritualleadershipofRev.
Earl,motiyatedby a trust in god, had rebuild their community. They
became marriedfamilies, started small businesses, and rebuilt and bought
out their own homes. Crime plummeted and a community was reborn.. (p.

.------34-)------------ ..

Some suggestions for combating ill-health, poverty, poor education, and addiction

~_w_.-ereQff~!e4},yPatrickFagen(19-96)-when-he-stated-in his paper that government

leaders seeking to reestablish sound norms aildvirtuous behavior Withih Villnerable

groups would do well to look to the past. Fagenis convinced that few people realize that

19th century America fought several wars on poverty which, in contrast to the 20th

century version, were quite successftir.-Fagen:~-eiiiin<:r~:ust!1~t:!he~~-historic antipoverty
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III
III
III

to'young women migrating tothe·citiesfromruralareas.··The·stability immediately

that Georgetown's graduates would supply a pool ofteachers for the Catholic schools

ofloeal parishes. Today those schools provide superior education, open to children

leading to a major drop in juvenile crime (Fagen, 1996).

alternative to public education (Fagen)..

ofall faiths, and oftremertdousimportanceofpoorinner-city parents seeking an

endeavor. In founding Georgetown University in1792, Bishop John Carroll argued

crime. Seeing its mission as moldingtileJ.!1oralcharacter ofthe young, the YMCA

successfully undertook a struggle to win-thehearts and minds of inner-city youth,

available to them .permitted them gradually to find the community life in which they

communities (Fagen).

felt comfortable, and safe fellowslllp after-leaving their families and original

_ _for the necessity ofa "pious andCathulic_ e~ducationJor the young." Carroll hoped

poverty as emanating from behavior and individual character. They took as their central

communities. For example:

task the molding ofcharacter and self-discipline within vulnerable low-income

• The Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA)was established to combaturban

• Catholic parochial education is a dramatic instance of long-lasting private voluntary

• The Young Women's ChristianAssociation (YWCA) gave a chaperoned place to live
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• The Red Cross is a massive private-sector organization which runs the world's largest

blood collection and distribution systemas just one of its projects (Fagan, 1996).

• The temperance movement ofthe Illid-1800s, a response to the growing alcohol

addiction of the time, resulted in massive reductions in alcohol consumption and a

change ofattitude toward the abuse ofalcohol (Fagen).

Dealing with social problemsbyplacin.ggreater~ reliance on nongovernmental

social institutions is therefore nothing new. It is a returnto the fundamental political

philosophy upon which the American Republic was established. The Founders, because

they understood the dangers inherent in looldngto governIllent as a cure for social ills,

relied instead on civil institutionssuch~asthe family and church (Fagen, 1996).

And Fagen continues by stating that the regular practice of religion helps poor

persons move out ofpoverty. He found that regular church attendance, for example, is

~ ~ ~~ ~~particulatlyinsttiJirtental in helping young people to escape the poverty of inner-city life.

Religious belief and practice were found in Fagen~sreview ofliterature to "contribute

substantially to the formation ofpersonal moralcriteria and sound moral judgment" (p.
, ,

35). Regular religious practice was also shown in his study to "inoculate individuals

against ahost of social problems, including suicide, drug abuse, out-of-wedlock births,

crime, and divorce" (p. 35). The reglllar practice of religion also encourages such

beneficial effects on mental health sllchas-"less 4epression (a modem epidemic), more

tit

til
III
III
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Spirituality

The spiritual dimension ofhumans, which involves the process whereby

individuals give meaning and significance to the experiences of their existence, is

recognized in every level ofhealth and disease (Cmich, 1984).

Religion

1990's. Dwyer, et al. ,. (1990) states~that'~religion~mayhave .structural properties

that transcend individual health behavior choices and influence the social context in

which people make lifestyle decisions that affect those behaviors" (p. 195). This

assertion is supported somewhat by the fact thatthe independent effects ofthe religion

variables are greatest in explaining respiratory cancer, a disease outcome that may be

affected especially by the prescriptive or proscriptive sanctions of particular religious

organizations.

However~ some contradicting research (Glik, 1990}concluded that Healing

groups are associated with the rise ofNew ReligiQus Movements (NRMs), which are

themselves the product ofconflicts and tensions within the social structure. Thus beliefs

and ideologies espoused or adopted by personsinvolved inthese types ofmovements,

whether considered religious or magical, may have both integrating and alienating

effects, linked as they are to social change and transforrtuition. Ideational beliefs

represent certain features of religiosity linked to psychological statesofh.ealing

·.-.or-intense~religiosity-may..:cottelate-:ne-gltt1~Mth=some~mental-health.indicators, thus
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demonstrating the differential effects that religious beliefs can have on mental health" (p.

175-176).

Ferraro and Jensen (1991) found that "regardless ofone's religious affiliation and

the intensity ofone's belief, higher levelof practice are related to b~tter reported health

status" (p; 194). The respondent's levelofpr~c!ic:~,th.~<legreetowhich they pray, and

participate in religious services "were significantly related to better health status,

regardless ofage" (p. 194). Higher levels ofpractice were found to be associated with

better health. This research led to the conclusion that religion is a factor to be seriously

considered in the study ofhealth (Ferraro & Jensen, 1991).

Johnstone (1992) believes that first, and perhapsmost obviously, a human being

is a biological organism:' a creature with physiological drives, needs,_potentials, and

limitations. -The socializing influence ofgroups is thus both directed at and limited by

·~~~biol{)gicalfactors:Religion is ofcourse among those socializing agents that attempt to

influence or modify biological-nature.--
~,

Witmer and Sweeney (199:2) remind us that throughout history, including

contemporary times, every civilization, culture, Of nation has expressed and practiced

religious beliefs that represent values that reflect what is considered sacred and essential

for the sustenance of life. Forsome·groups,~religiuuspracticeshave focused on nature

worship, andfor others, a divine being.who.:knowscaboutandintervenes in human
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Mathews and Larson (1995) describe religion as a complex variable, one that

incorporates the many benefits ofsocial and family support, ritual and sacraments, hope

and optimism, positive thinking and expectations, contemplation ofbeauty in music, art,

and architecture, and salutary physiologic changes in blood pressur~ and oxygen

consumption accompanying such activitiesa.~prayer,worship, singing, and meditation.

In·addition, religion provides access tothec.transcendentand the hope and promise of

divine, healing intervention in human affairs.

And, Matthews and Larsons study found that the bulk ofevidence now

demonstrates that religious faith and spiritual factors are important variables in the

prevention and treatment ofhealth problems such as illness and disease. Matthews and

Larson believe it is necessary for educators and clinicians to understand and to address

--"""---"""--"------------
these issues in their daily activities.

"""""" """ Church Attendance

1970's. Comstock and Partridge (1972)remind us that religion and religious

beliefs have been major determinants ofhuman behavior since the dawn ofhistory.

Although their rolei.nheaItJi~retatedhehavioroftenhasbeenrecognized,most health

studies have gone no deeper into religious behavior than to classify subjects by religion

or creed. In large part, this superficial"~pproach results from our ignorance of the

" components of religious behavior as-well-as Jrom their apparent complexity_and
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Comstock and Partridge's study·found weekly church attendees have been found

all other social relationships and activities but one (frequency of attending meetings)

to have 50% fewer deaths from coronary artery disease, 56% fewer deaths from

1980's. House, Robbins, and Metzner (1982) found that among women only,

emphysema, 74% fewer deaths from cirrhosis, and 53% fewer suicides. According to

.. ... ·Ina 1983studyBahr and Martin statedthat "promotion ofwell-being remains a

researchers·atso·founaCllurchafteiidliiicewas"positivelycorrelated with faith in people

cnurchhavelowermortalityratesandit is the lack of any meaningful social relationships

were negatively related to mortality among the women, only church attendance was

or ties that is most deleterious to health.

lower mortality rates than those who do not.

church attendance is significantly related to mortality. These researchers also found that

Berkman and Syme's 1979study, individualswhobelongtoachur~hor temple have

vague concept,· even with the World Health Organization's definition ofhealth as not

merely the absence of disease, b1l1the presence ofwell-being" (p. 142). These

grades (r =.14) and lead~rslIip activity (r =.10;·allcomparisons p <.05), while

(r =.21), parental socioeconomic status (r =.19), family solidarity (r =.18), high school

Evangelicalismwas positively correlate.d_wlthJamil)'solidarity (r =.15, p <.05)" (Bahr &

..... ~tati~ticallysignificant (p < .05). These researchers conCluded that women who attend
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1990's. Frankel and Hewitt (1994) revealed that it is the religiously committed

(frequent church attendees), rather than those simply claiming a religious affiliation, who

derive the most tangible benefits from their spirituality. These researchers concluded

that "being affiliated is enough to enable a person to experience cer:tain personal and

health care benefits" (p.73).
-,~,-"""""-,-""-""'""-,-","

.......~,i~~!~t.=;I'i•••••••• _



CHAPTERID

GENERAL WELL-BEING AND SPIRITUALITY

The information included in this chapter is organized into several related topics.

. ··········Underthe heading spirituality, infonnation on spiritual well-being, wellness spirituality,

and life satiSfaction and spirituality will be reviewed. Under the heading religion,

religious well-being and life satisfaction and religion will be reviewed.

Spirituality

1970's. Moberg (1979) believesthatiji$l!l:1lllTlllJ1universal to search for

happiness. He also believes it is common to find happiness where one expects it the

Moberg states:

.. ··eovetedpleasures have a tendency to cloy and become distasteful and
enslaving. Some peopie make a distinction by speaking oftrue and lasting
happiness, and then insist on that. .Not everyone reaches this level of
discrimination, however, and many continue unchecked to seek happiness

. .where.otherswould-say-it-cannot-be-.found:--in-h€donism,·for .instance, or
······_·__·-~·:intlllngs·llkesuccess,wealth,power, and distinction. Amsterdam, when I

visited it in 1978, was described to be as a Mecca ofmodern p1easure
seekers. I found it hard to believe that those in its streets were any more
intent on happiness than other. people are, but there were evidences that
many had settled for it in what some woUld call passing pleasure, and that
some were its slaves. A guided tour not long before had taken me into the
gambling halls at Monte Carlo,and-I sawfaces there wearing tl1e~ame

fixed weariness as·I saw·o~ert:aiil-faGeS-=i~AmSfe~Ilufl:J.lave also
seen the same tortured haroness on the:faeesof.::theambJ.t1en=driven in

" •• ,••••••_ ••,._,""_, ,__••~._.~.~.,. " ••_. ~_,_".,~._.__.,,_."__••••_ •••• ~_.,.~'~~'''M''_

~---~_c(l.C!lg~In!a.an4itlJ~ta.~.~~of-fi!!~ee-and-l)~in~s.~-=Th~~seekerafter··lasting
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happiness is one who refused to rest in entanglements like those. He
claims that it is a different thing altogether -- -true happiness -- when he
surrenders control and·lays down his burdens in spiritual release. (p 30,
31)

1980's. Buscaglia (1982) believes that fully functioning persons have a deep

sense of spirituality. "They know that their personhood and the world in which they live

cannot be explained or understood through human experience alone" (p. 118). Buscaglia

also believes that some people know that they must make the "mystical leap" (p. 118).

"They must go beyond themselves, beyond their limited reality. They have an

inexplicable sense of something more" (p. 118). Buscaglia states that people can feel a

greater operative intellect then their O'wn,~Y~njfth~yaI~at a loss to give it a name.

"They are aware ofa great design, incessantly operative, in which all is compatible and

0 •••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :-1=:99=0='s=.. Prest and Keller (1993) challenge therapists to consider the spiritual

... ········belief~systems-or-th:eir-clientswhich have served both: to strengthen and support their

family system. Prest and Keller believe that these spiritual beliefs(oi lack thereof) have

.. contri1J!11~<.tJQJll~ <ievelopment~or-maintenance~of-the-presenting problem.

Spiritual well-being

1970's. In Moberg's 1979 study on how spirituality affects health, he concluded

that as spiritual well-being is sometiIIlesthought to be related to physical well-being, it is
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Eight percent said their health was now good except for a particular acute illness, and

12% reported their health as "fair." None reported having "poor" health now, although

several said that they had had poor health in the past. It is frequently claimed that

illnesses from which members had been suffering for several years disappeared when

they joined the Unification Church. Eighteen percent said they now had better health

than they had during the six months beforethey joinedthe Church; 10% said their health

was worse, and the rest did not show any change. Sixteen percent mentioned histories of

bronchitis, asthma, or related afflictions; explanations for these varied between

contracting tuberculosis, having allergies, and having nervous dispositions. Eighteen

percent admitted to having had fairly serious nervous disorders (including attempted

suicide); here the explanations ranged from social (e.g., being subjected to sexual

-complaints(Moberg,1979). Overall, the conclusions of this study suggest that most

people had improved hea1th~fterjoining the ,unification Church (Moberg).

1980's. There hasn'tbeell many studies on spiritual well-being, however, Ellison,

-~- (19~~Jrstatestfl.aithel"easoriifl.erehasn't beenmany scientific studies-on spiritual well-

being is probably because such terms as "spiritual" and "well-being" appear to have

subjective meanings which are impossible to operationalize that behavioral scientists

have avoided the study of spirituaLhealth and.disease. And yet, "ifwe are'\1Villing to live

with questions ofvalidity that are iIiVolVed,WitlHhellfeasill.enfefiLof.an:¥phenomenon
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intelligence, or spiritual well-being does not really matter - " we should be able to

systematically and scientifically develop indicators of this hidden dimension" (p. 330).

Ofcourse, any such definition will notcapture the whole meaning of spiritual health, and

every definition will be unsatisfactory to some.

In order to sharpen our conceptualization; Ellison (1983) suggests that spiritual

well-being may not be the same thing as spiritual health.. Spiritual health "arises from an

underlying state ofspiritual health and is an expressionof it much like the color ofone's

complexion and pulse rate are expressions of good health" (p. 331). Spiritual well-being

measures may then be seen "more like a stethoscope than the heart itself' (p. 331). If

this is an accurate conception then "we are freed from the burden oftrying to exactly or

empirically measure the inner contours ofone's spirit - a task which is most likely
.~-~~.--------_ .....~._._-_._ ...._.

impossible" (p. 331). People are then freed to consider the "reported expressions of

.... spiritualwell;.being as general indicators and helpful approximations ofthe underlying

state" (p. 331). As people develop more sensitive measures "we may someday be able to

identify specific dimensions of spiritual well-being and prescribe spiritual medicine" (p.

331) which will address a particular part ofthe spirit in a differentiatedway (Ellison).

The following includes suggestions from Ardell (1986). He believes:

Ifyou are less healthy than you wantto be, ifyou are tired of spending so
much ofyour money on drugs and medicines, ifyou question the wisdom of
reliance upon a medical system,if;jn short; you are sick ofbeing marginally
well; you-areprobablyready=fnr::high=le.vet.wellness:=~-=.::-.::=.::.:::::::::::::'::.::::··:- -..
There are many :roads that·Willt~ik:e:you::there~¥oiIWill=-wiIDt]o::choose your

-~-~----.----ccco~l!!<lp~=~d~~Y~,JalloFllig~~i~~!!!~~~~ti~I!i~~t~~yoUi~UJiique.background,
______.curreIitneeds,andfuture.:expectatinns::::::::HoweY.er,--=w..e..alLshare...a_great deal,

and I'd like to set out a number ofguidelines you might find useful. (p. 49)
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According to Ardell, the principles ofhigllievel wellness include taking control

over your own well-being..This includes takingresponsibility over your physical,

emotional, and mental well-being. .Ardell also states that you shoul4 "forget about magic

bullets or instant solutions" (p..98).Ardell also believes people in the medical

profession should practice what they prea~h and,d()ctors shQuldalso "teach us how to

maintain and improve our health and choose better for ourselves" (p. 98). Ardell

believes you should let your body tryto heal itselfby establishing a wellness lifestyle.

However, Ardell also states that you shouldn't "sacrifice, deny yourself, or give up

destructive life habits- until your ready to<i()S9"(P~ 99). "Higlllevel wellness is more

rewarding than low level worseness" (Ardell, p. 100). For more information on Ardell's

Ellison (1983) believes that "spiritualwell..beingalso does not appear to be the

same as spiritual maturity" (p. 331), though he would expecta spiritually mature person

to have a very positive. sense.ofw~ll-being. It is likely that the "fruits of the Spirit"

--~~-cEmson~p:33I)~apossible Index ofmaturity for the Christian faith given in Galations 5,

may be only partially realized bya person who may experience very positive spiritual

well-being at a lower level ofmaturity" (p. 331); Anew born Christian, for example,

"This suggests that strategies toptomotespintuaLwel1~bemg=may...:b_e=ditectlyaimed at the
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quality ofone's relationship with God and one's existential state, or indirectly focused on

as a by-product of the development of spiritual maturity" (Ellison, p. 331).

Ellison also states that "Spiritual well-being should be seen as a continuous

variable, rather than as dichotomous"(p.332} It is nota matter of whether or not people

have it. Rather it is a question ofhowmuch,aIldhowpeople may enhance the degree of

spiritual well-being that they have... "Conceivingitas continuous stimulates us to

consider multiple influences on our health, none of which by itself may move us to the

place oftotal spiritual health or total disease" (Ellison, 1983, p. 332).

WellnessSpirituality

._.--.-.. . .... _ .1980's,· Wellness spirituality includes.. the concept of a healthy spirit, which also

includes "finding fulfillment and satisfaction in life, a keen sense of self-esteem and

knowing well the values one hasfreely embraced" (pilch, 1988, p. 2). "Wellness

.
.. spirituality", can be exploredor tested along the lines proposed earlier by Pilch (1988),

which include: free choices, personal meaning in life, finding fulfillment and satisfaction

in life, maintaining a keen sense ofself-esteem, and knowing well the values one has

freely embraced. Pilch believes this involves an endless process; ··The19th century
. !

thinker Cardinal Newman unwittingly expressed the idea ofwellness spirituality as a

process when he noted, "Here beloW to-be human istocnange. And to be perfect, is to

:"-:-:. . have changed often" (Pilch, p. 2).--------- - -.-.---. --

1990's. Chandler, et aL(12221be]~ve~thaf1h~GapaGltY~t0~developin both the

~.--~----. -spiritual-and-personal-tealms-is-present=ftom~'blltn::{or.::peth1tps-bef.or.e}.-"Culturesthat



likelihood that "its members canachieve higher levels ofwellness in all dimensions

frequency ofmedical symptoms~(Ka:ss,~et=a:t)~=::.~ ~.~ ... ~~~-~--~-_. ---

validity. Multiple regression analyses showedilie INSPIRIT to be associated with: (1)

Clinical observations suggesting a relationship between spiritual experiences, life
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•
purpose and satisfaction, and improvements in physical health led to the development of

1990's. Kass, Friedrnan, Leserman, Zuttermeister, and Benson (1991) developed

an Index ofCore Spiritual Experience (INSPIRITr· Data from 83 medical outpatients

showed the INSPIRIT to have a strong ~degree of internal reliability and concurrent

seven-item scale measuring the occurrence of experiences that convince a person God

aninsttutnertt calledthe Index ofGoreSpiritual Ex:perienees (INSPIRIT), which is a

spiritual crisis from sudden spiritual aWakening" (p.174). Also, a culture that fosters the

development of the spiritual component as wellasthe personal component contributes to

than ifjust one or the other ofthese two components is emphasized" (Chandler, et aI.,

1992, p. 174).

exists and evoke feelings ofcloseness with God, including the perception that God dwells

emphasize the development of the spiritual component in each wellness dimension from

Life Satisfaction and Spirituality

early in a person's life may be less likely to produce individuals who experience a
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"The correlation between the INSPIRIT and decreases in the average frequency of

Kass, et al. goes on to explain that "while preliminary, the data from this study

sllggest a relationship between core spiritualexperiences and health outcomes" (p. 203).

The utilization of a symptom checklist as a measure ofhealth may accurately

Religion

The correlation between INSPIRIT. scores and increased life purpose and satisfaction

medical symptoms and to improvedquality oflife" (K.ass, et al., 1991, p. 203).

refl.ect patients' personal assessments of their health. However, future studies utilizing

family life satisfaction, and3)p~~~Il:~L~!!~fa~JioE~~t,=~~11~~eiiig.Thus,although

suggests that core spiritual experience may contribute to positive psychological attitudes.

symptoms suggests that core spirituaLexperiences mayalso contribute to a reduction of

aspect of religious commitment most closelylinked with: 1) marital satisfaction; 2)

substantiation of the relationship between spirituality and health. Nonetheless, these data

findings from a national survey, which demonstrated that religious satisfaction was the

suggest that "spirituality may be an important mediator of health and that the INSPIRIT

Religious Well-Being

(Kass, et al., p. 209).

scale may help to quantify aspects ofspirituality notmeasured by other instruments"

physiological indices as outcome measures will be required for more definitive

-~---_.----prev:ious-research~has-highlighted:the=linkage::D£r.eligibu.s=commitmentfactorsto personal
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. .

and marital satisfaction, this study went one step further in displaying the particular

relevance ofreligious satisfaction. Religiosity, particularly the satisfaction one derives

from religion, "is significantly and positively correlatedwith various quality of life

measures, including mood and satisfaction with marriage, family life and life in general"

(McNamara & S1. George, 1979,p.235).

Previous research has neglected animportantareaofinquiIy, the relationship of

religiosity and psychological well-being. McNamara and S1. George (1979) attempt to

rectify this deficiency. Their study examinedthis relationship using data from the 1972-

1982 NORC General Social Survey. Foc1.lsingontheissue ofrace, the sample was

broken downinto blacks and whites. Religiositywasfound to be a better predictor of

well-being than previous research has indicated. Religiosity did especially well in

predicting the well-being ofBlackmen and women (McNamara & S1. George, 1979).

1980's. A basic code ofhuman behavior cornmon to humankind is noted by

Buscaglia (1982) in his sketch ofseven ofthe world's great religions and philosophies.

Little dissonance is seen within the systemsin what it means to live in "full humanness."

Their commonality seems to be sum.marizedin the proverbial Golden Rule, "Do unto

others as you would have them do unto you" (p. 118).

.According to Ellison (1983)the heedfor~transceIidence.refers to "the sense of

well-being that we experience when-we find-purposes to commit ours~lvesJo, which

involve ultimate meaning for life"'(ri;·33~)~ :Ef1isonbelie.ves~ttiat=it:-T:efers to a."non-
- ''' ' __'''''~_.__'. __~_~~_~_ _,,"'_,-,.,__•__~. ~__•__• ~_•••_,_.,__._~, •• ,,_M'_'_'_"_
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336). All of the great religions of the world recognize and call human beings to

transcendence as the path to the highest levels ofwell-being. A 1983 Gallop poll found

that 86% ofAmericans regard their religious beliefs as fairly or very important (Ellison).

Ellison's 1983 findings suggestthat childhood experiences with family and friends, at

least as recollected, may set the stage for one's later sense of spiritual satisfaction in life.

Witter, Stock, Okun,.andHaring.(1985)_examinedthequestion: "What is the

strength and direction ofthe relation between religion and subjective well-being in

adulthood?" (p. 332). They addressed this question by performing a quantitative research

synthesis (meta-analysis). The dependent variable was zero-order correlation between

religion and subjective well-being andJbe independe:n:t v~ables were religiosity

measure, sample, and studycharacteristics. Witter, et al. found that religion was

significantly and·positively related to subjective well-being. The relation between

...... religion and subjective weU..beingwasstrongerforreligious activity than for religiosity

measures. Also the relation was stronger for-samples ofolder than younger adults. The

strength ofthe religion/subjecti\'e_well-being relation has decreased over time. Religion

accounts for between 2 and·6%ofthevarianceinadu1t-subjectivew~1l-being (Witter, et

al.).

Witter, et al. suggestthat religion sh:tTuld not be ignored in testing causal models

ofsubjective well-being in adulthood. The fact that several developmental background

variables have been found tob~r~~~!~~::t~~pi!i.!~~E~~!"'~~ing~demollstratesthe fact that

_____... -_."..-u.umanbeings::are::multi",dimensiona:tsy:stems::best::descrihedinierms.ofseveral
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interactive subsystems" (p. 332). Each subsystem affects and is affected by the others,

though none can be totally reduced to the other. At a minimum human beings are

"biological, cognitive, interpersonal, emotionaland spiritual beings" (Witter, et aI., p.

332). As a result, our sense of spiritual well-beingis in part a reflection of those other

dimensions.

Maton (1989) believes the contributions ofspirituaLsupport (perceived support

from God) towell-being, especially under con4itions ofhigh versus low life stress, have

received little empirical study. He studied this relationship of spiritual support of well-

being for several high and lowlife-stress samples; ..Spiritual' support was defined as

................ "support perceived in the context ofanindivi4ual's relationship with God, focusing on

perceptions and experiences of God's personal love, presence, constancy, guidance, and

availability for the self' (p. 310). With demographic variables controlled, regression

analysesindicated that spiritual support: I} "was inversely related to depression and

positively related to self-esteem for high life-stress{recently bereaved parents)"; and 2)

"in a prospective (longitudinal) analysis with pre-college depression controlled, spiritual

support Was positively related to personal-emotionaladjustmentto college for high life-
•

stress (three or more life events), first-semester college freshmen" (p. 310). Spiritual

support was not significantly related to well;;heingfot low life-stress subsamples

In his discussion se(;tio~<>.f!1:~~~y~!ill~<!~l:?l~~'!~~:<ila~ions;:socialrelations,and

..._ yve.ll-being,.Pollner (19.8-9}~cotrcluded:tlmth:is=amrl¥sis::.pr.oYides-e.vidence that symbolic
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relations with a divine other are a significant correlate ofwell-being. "Indeed,

participation in a divine relation is the strongest correla;te of three of four measures of

well-being, surpassing in strength suchusually potentpredictors as race, sex, income,

age, marital status, and ~hurch attendance" (p. 100). This divine relation is conditioned

modestly by level ofeducation: the less educated gain more from divine interaction than

the better educated. Individua1s'levelofso~ialintegration,however, as measured either

by marital status or by frequency ofcontacts with family and friends, has virtually no

effect. "The impact ofdivine interaction is also impervious to stress" (p. 101). This

1989 study suggests "the psychologicallycol'lsequentialnature ofa divine other, perhaps

.. the most pervasive SYmbolic othednAmerican society" (Pollner, 1989, p. 102).

Interaction with a deity is related substantially to several dimensions ofwell-being and

satisfaction.(Pollner):

According to P611nets' reseatchofGallop polls in the 1980's, one of the most

prominent of imagined significant others in American society is a deity. Gallop surveys

ofrecent years, for example, show that 87% ofadult Americans pray to God; 69% feel

that God has guided them in making decisions; and 36% feel that God has spoken

directly to them "through some means" (p. 93y Surveys conducted by the National
•

Opinion Research Center reveal that80% ofAmerican adultsfeel at least "somewhat

close!! to God mostofthe time; 4'7-%-report-thaHheyhaveexperienced a spiritual force

- --·partieipate·in·.'divine:'relations~s:,::w&11assooiaI=feratiens-.and-that-divine-relationships
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may approximate concrete social relationships in intensity" (pollner, p. 93). Pollner also

adds that perceptions of the divine as a ruler are correlated negatively with global

happiness, while the perception of the divine in remedial terms is related positively to life

satisfaction.

In addition to providing a resourceJ()I"r~s()lyingproblematic situations, "divine

interaction may enhance well-being by shaping the sense ofself' (Pollner, 1989, p.93).

Pollner states, in a related vein, that "interaction with a divinity may affect well-being by

investing otherwise alienating events with meaning" (p. 93), individuals may feel that

trivial, painful, or odious activities have significance before an "omniscient divinity" (p.

93). Thus as a source ofnew cognition's in problematic situations, as a source of

empowerment and enhancement of the self, and as a contributor to a sense of

meaningfulness, "interaction with a divine other may be expected to have a significant

effect onwell-being" (pollner,p. 93)

1990's. Ellison (1991) believes that members ofmany independent charismatic

churches may be "theologically or ideologically disposed to frame their personal

experiences in various domains of life in positive tenns, and thus may report high levels

of satisfaction with the status quo"(p. 89). With regard to the Mormons and Jehovah's

Witnesses, the pattern ofresults is consistent with recent research on other aspects of

----- - - well-being, -It seems likely that "conformity~tothe distinctive lifestyle deIIl~ds ofthese

----famil~dife""---'~may-reducejhe~oc\:ur:renre:nf:hea1fh=problems,--interpersonaland familial
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tensions, and other persqnal stress's" (Ellison, p. 89). Spirituality for our purpose

assumes "certain life-enhancing beliefs about human dignity, human rights, and

reverence for life" (Witmer and Sweeney, 1992,p.141).

Life Satisfaction and Religion

....,. ,." , , ,,, , .:1:..:;.9..;:.60.::;..'..;:.s'oW.. i_l_s.o_,ns' 1967 study showed that various aspects of religious life were

shown to be significantly relatedto avowed happiness: attending church regularly,

getting much consolation and help from religion, and being a believer. No notable

differences were obtained between the three major religious groups - Catholics,

Protestants, and Jews. Data on avowed happiness are summarized under the headings of

C.;;,;,;",;, "',,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, (a)..measurement, reliability, andvalidity;(b)~diiriensions; and (c),correlates. The happy

person emerges as a young, healthy, well-educated, well-paid, extroverted, optimistic,

worry-free, religious, married person with high self-esteem, high job moral, modest

aspirations, ofeither sex, and ofawiderangeofintelligence(Wilson).

1970's. Hadaway and Roof (1978) employed a multivariate analysis design to

examine the relationship between:religious commitment and one quality-of-life measure,

a question asking respondents to rate their life ona7-point scale from "worthwhile" to

"useless." Religious commitment was conceptualized into two dimensions of"meaning"

and "belonging" represented, respectivelY,by fespondent(/ating~fthe importance of

their faith, and frequency ofattlendanGeatr€ligious services plus belonging to a church or

-"~"-"~"~-"-~-~-~~"-"""~""-"~~"---"~'--"'"--"-""-"'~",",,,,,-

.----". varianGe·in·theworthwhile.feelm~fltfe=expeftenceQ::D¥...:responden15,':importance of
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religion was more strongly correlated with this dependent variable than social

background (actors'such as number of friends, marital status, age, education, health,

income, and race" (p. 302). Religious belonging,oRtheother hand, turned out to be a

weaker predictor ofquality-of-life, though the subgroup of "highly religious" on both

attendance.and membership measures scored "quite high on satisfaction" (Hadaway &

Roof, 1978, 302).

Glenn and Weaver (1978) also found that their study displays the importance of a

single factor, frequency ofchurch attendance, in predicting marital happiness. Church

attendance was found to be the only common predictor ofmarital enjoYment for both

.,_.__. men and women. Religiosity, in particular church attendance, is a strong predictor of

marital enjoyment, and shared spiritual values may help couples to better navigate

stressful times in their marriage; Religious values;leamingto give~and-take,and to

.. forgive according to God'sexatnple are relevantways to make marriages better and more

enjoyable (Glenn & Weaver). Also, Hunt and King (1978) concluded that positive

religious beliefs, effort, and participation in religious activities are positively associated

with marital adjustment, happiness,andsatisfaetion;------··

According to Hadaway and Roof (1978); the importance of faith, church, or

synagogue membership, as well as church a.tteridartce; are "directly and positively related

to worthwhile feeling of life" {p.. 29Sj.-Their study demonstrated that the Ieligiously
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Hadaway (1978) found similar results when his research confirmed that the

consistent finding that emerges is that religious persons tend to be somewhat happier and

more satisfied with life than nonreligious individuals. And this supports the common

interpretation that "religious faith adds-something to an individual's life, whether in

terms ofpersonal meaning or social integration" (p. 641).

Hadaway (1978) also statedthat"hehad~notfoundasingleinstancein which any

measure ofreligiosity was negatively associated with any of the life satisfaction items

among the general population of respondents" (p; 641). Always there is a positive

relationship, though of course the magnitude of the relationship is, in some instances,

quite small.

In another study with Hadaway and Roof (1978) religious commitment,

conceptualized as "meaning" and "belonging," was examined in relation to subjective

. ~ ~ feelings of satisfaction with life. -Consistent with our expectations that "religious

commitment acts as a resource", it was found that "those who participate in religious

activities also tend to feel their lives are more worthwhile" (p. 299). It is concluded that

in future studies of quality ofAmerican life, religious commitment should be included as

an important correlate (Hadaway & Roof). Hadaway and Roofs study reported that

"persons who placed importance on tlieirreligious faith~aJso tended to feel their lives

were more worthwhile." (p. 299}-~·~~~-----~~'-----'· - ,--- ~,------~-_.----

------------nre-vious~researchhas~revealed-tl1at=::tlie::re:l_ig:ioos=-e1a~r-1Y'-ate-~mor~atisfiedwith their
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lives than are the non-religious elderly" (p. 400). The researchers continued their

analyses one-step further by assessing the important ofreligiousness, in contrast with

other predictors, such as: 1) maritalstattis; 2) socioeconomic status;·3) physical health,

and 4) mental health status. Rogalski and Paisey(l987) revealed that even when other

variables are added to the equationandcontrolledfor,"religiousness remains one of the

three strongest predictors oflife satisfaction among the elderly" (p.400). In contrast to

religiousness, the other two strongestpredictors, state and trait anxiety, are inversely

related to elderly life satisfaction. Most critically, in these analyses, these three factors

account for nearly one-half (46%) of the variance (Rogalski & Paisey).

. Pollner (1989) states in the abstract ofhis research paper:
(?

The social support literature focuses on the effects of networks composed
...~._~~_of "re.ar~.o.Lc.Qncr.e.tejndhdduals-illLps.y..cholngicaLwell~bejng ..:People

interact in imagination, however, with a wide range ofothers who mayor
may not actually exist. In modern societies as in traditional societies,
persons experience, interact with;arrdappeal to spiritual or divine beings.

-~~~~·lJ-stn-g1lita-fromtl1eNORC General Social Survey, this study examines
the extent to which relationships with "divine others" affect psychological
well-being. Regression analysis reveals that divine relationships had a

. significant effect on severalmeasures ofwell-being (controlling for Socio
=~. :..........:~~:::..:~...:.:.~<l~111Qgr~phicba9kground~variables-and~ehure-h-attendance.)·(p. 92)

1990's.PalomaandPendleton(1991) foundthatreligious satisfaction, and many

aspects of religious experience, includirigffequericy and experience ofprayer, closeness

. to God, and church attendance are· stronglychqelated-withgeneral life sati~faction,

-~'-_.--~_'''_'''_''_~~_.~-~._''~--------

overall happiness, and ~xistentiaLw~ll:Q~i.I!g;:=~:==.....:~._~ .... ---
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Ellison (1991) also found that the positive influence of religious certainty on

Ellison's research confirms the influence ofreligiousvariables on life _

Ellison (1991) found that church attendance and private devotions are

well-being is directed and substantial: "individuals with strong religious faith report

higher levels of life satisfaction, greater personalhappiness, and fewer negative psycho-

sigirificantly, but indirectly, related to life satisfaction and personal happiness. These

religious affiliations help by strengthening the certainty ofthe person's belief systems

social consequences oftraumatic life events" (p: 91). Further, in models of life

persistent denominational-variations in life satisfaction, but not in happiness:

religiosity held constant (Ellison, 1991).

their unaffiliated counterparts" (p. 91), even with the effects ofother dimensions of

"nondenominational Pf()te~)ta]lts, liberal Protesta:nts, and members ofnontraditional

satisfaction. Several findings are especially noteworthy: First, "firm religious beliefs

contribute to well-being indirectl)'~_ !()!::th~::g1Qsi-j)a.ij,J)Y=Strengthemiig religious beliefs

enhance significantly both cognitive and affective perceptions oflifequality." (p. 89).

Second, the pattern of results presented-here-suggests tha.f"these aspects of religiosity

-------- -gt'Ou.pssu.ch as Motmons andJehovah's Witnesses report greater life satisfaction than do

satisfaction only, the positive influences ofexistential certainty is especially pronounced

~-_-- , for older persons and persons with 10wJevels of formal education. Finally, there are



affects of trauma on well-being" (Ellison, 1991, p. 89).

Feigelman, Gorman, and Varacalli(1992) found in their study that the giving up

induding: 1) connections with parents; 2) community involvement; 3) marital

and world views" (p. 89} Third, it appears that "religious faith buffers the negative

of one's religious faith is not an isolated event, but it is associated with a variety ofother

personal changes, induding "liberalization ofattitudes and geographic dislocation and
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Frankel and Hewitt (1994) found that their study demonstrated the beneficial

out ofdate, need much cl9serscrutinyinlightoffindingssuch as these (Feigelman, et al.,

1992)

in particular the value system that accompanies it, not only can benefit individuals in

satisfaction, and 4) job security. This study makes the case that "religious commitment,

143). Previous assumptionsaboutthe values associated with religion as old-fashioned, or

has a negative effect upon overall happiness" (p. 142). Active religious participation, on

the other hand, ~ppears to be part ofa personal system of other stabilizing factors,

effects of a religious affiliation among college level students, Not only did the

also experienced fewer health care, dental, and emergency care visits. In addition, they
.""n."n.'_""•• _. ••'

religiously affiliated have a greater concern for others than did the nonaffiliated, but they

their social relationships, but it can benefit the society in which they live as well" (p.

. experienced less stress and better personal well-being - and in this case,lif~ satisfaction.

..~-~.~ J'.L'~rankeL& ~Hewitt) ~ .



CHAPTER IV

HEALTH EDUCATION AND SPIRITUALITY

This chapter is organized into the following related topics: Health education,

......~_. ~scnbolhealth education, community service, and community health education and the

church. It was important for the researcher to show how spirituality can be successfully

applied to health education programs within the school and the community. The

problems regarding the separation ofchurch and state are also addressed in this chapter.

Health Education

1960's. Maslow(1964) believes education is value-free when he writes:

......IhtUiiQh9J.QIDiting trends - making organized religions th~ .gt.la.rdian of all
values, dichotomizing knowledge from religion, considering science to be
value-free, and trying to make it so - have wrought their confusion in the
field of education, too. The most charitable thing we can say about this
state·ufaffairs·is·thatAmerican education is conflicted and confused
about its far goals and purposes. But for many educators, it must be said
more harshly that they seem to have renounced far goals altogether or, at
any rate, keep trying to~Itjsas ifthey wanted education to be purely

_ ....~_ ... !e~~l:lg<!19gical trainingforthe.acquisition.of'.skiUs.which come close to
being value-free or amoral (in the sense ofbeinguseful either for good or
evil, and also in the sense of failing to enlarge the personality). (p.48)

Maslow continues with his commentary by writing that the final and unavoidable

conclusion is that education, like all oW' social institutions, must be concerned with its

final values, and this in tum isjust:l:i.bout:::tlle:::safile:::as:speakin:g.::ofwnarhas been called



According to Needle (1978), the health and well-being of our population and the

Downey believes that "it is only in the exploration of spiritual dimension of the

quality in their own life. As a result, "quality or goodness will shine through these
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redefined, reconstructed, enlarged, in order to be adequate to this new task. This job of

reconstruction is now proceeding (Maslow, 1964).

1970's. Downey (1978)firmlybelievesthatetheindividualswho will be most

patterns will be those w1J.o have found peace ofmind and who have connected with the

increasing reliance of natural facts as guides in making life decisions is now advancing

into the realm of spiritual values. Maslow believes this is so because ofnew discoveries,

and also it is so because more and more of us realize that 19th century science has to be

successful in positively influencing another's kllowledge, attitudes, and behavioral

individuals" and these peoplenowbecome~'.theoptimal.environmentfor others to grow

by, motivated in their quest for quality" (Downey, p. 32).

person that individuals canmove totheir higher selves or higher centers of personality"

most definitely on the "quality trip orjourrtey" through life. Downey feels that a

about lifestyle and the shape ofdestiny. The person who is in tune with the higher self is

discipline of health education havt:!2e~Il.,~!~pre~~iJc!Iy~~a.nd=:wil1=:eoriiinueto be affected

(p. 32). The closer one moves to the hig1J.er self the better the decisions one will make

within" (Downey, p. 32).

"plethora of psychosomatic ills are directly related to our ignorance of this higher center

_.~_········by·rapid·social,·economic,and:.teG1llfGlO:giGa1=cnang€-s;::~'Jlie.centra1-thesis.ofhispaper is
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"to suggest that social, political, and economic systems must be considered as

determinants ofhealth" (p. 28).

Needle (1978) explained that as health professionals, "our theoretical

frameworks, our empirical perspectives, and our individual practical' efforts benefit

substantially from an institutional perspective on health and well-being" (p. 28) one in
.. c,;" .. , ..•...•..•....................•......•...............................

which the lifestyle approach is·integratedwiththesocietalperspective. Needle has been

convinced that many health problems are societalin nature, and only through collective

efforts ofpeople with shared beliefs will such problems be minimized or eliminated.

Needle goes on to say:

.... .. It follows that social, economic, and political policies that promote or
tolerate such conditions as high unemployment rates, that condition the
nature and organization ofwork roles, thatpermit the rapid introduction of

..............~~.._chemicals,.10xic.substanc.e~_aruL1echnologyJntn1he..physicaL workplace,
that relax environmental standards for industries, that offer health care as
a privilege rather than a right, that support the tobacco and liquor
industries, that do not provide guaranteed minimum income or child care

... "services~"aremaJor influences on health and well-being. (p. 29)

Osman and Russell (1979) are convincedthaf"health"cameto be identified as a

_ ....•=-.. bj"-pmductofmedicine; so health·edueation·generaHyhas-accepted the medical model,

"which tends to be limited to the natural-scientific" (p. 359). However, there has been a

progression from health as just physical well-being to health as also mental well-being.

More concern has been shown for th~ social dimension, too. But partly (and perhaps

largely) this is becausethebehaviei.ar.:seie~ees ..coiitfl~~!ii1~!~~·~e~~~diiTIensions are quite
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interesting dimension to the health education profession because "some will deny

vigorously that it exists at all. Others will not be quite sure ... but will not reject the idea.

Then, there will be some who testify thatit is by far the most important dimension to the

quality of their total functioning ... their health" (p,359). There should be no concerted

attempt to convince skeptics of the reality of spiritual health, nor should there be any

move to have everyone see spiritualhealth-in the same way (Osman & Russell, 1979).

Osman and Russell point out that in regards to researching spirituality in health

education that some of those professionals interested in this dimension will be committed

Christians; yet among these, there will be djfferences. "Other folks will acknowledge

God in alternative traditional ways, while still others may be quite nontraditional perhaps

interested in spiritual healing or Eastern thought" (p. 359). Some will acknowledge only

"spiritual forces," and some may be concerned only about the spirit within themselves"

. ······(1'.359). Sharing ofexperiences and convictions shades rather naturally into

proselytizing, and there probably will be some ofthat" (p, 359). Osman and Russell hope

that "it will not be more blatantthan the convictions some now have about certain

statistical techniques or particular computer programs as theway to develop knowledge"

(p.359).

1980's. In a study conducted"by Banks (1980), in which the subjects were health

educators, questions were asked-regarding-spirituality and health educati9!!.. The data
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is a spiritual dimension ofhealth and that this dimension should be included into health

education professional preparation programs.

First, the spiritual dimension can be perceived as a unifYing force within

individuals which integrates all theotherdimensions.(physical, mental, emotional, and

social) and therefore plays a vitalrole in determining the state of well-being of the

individual. The individual must be viewed as a whole. Whataffects one dimension will

affect all the other dimensions (Banks, 1980).

Second, one major component of the spiritual dimension has to do with what the

individual identifies as meaningful andpurposefiilinlife. What an individual selects as

.".""""."."__--- _. "' _ meaningful in life is ofa highly personal nature; however, it may serve as an inner drive

for that individual's life accomplishments (Banks).

-- -~~-----~~~_.- ._._-~-~"._.._._._,,-,----,~-"~----'"- ~ -,,_.~,,--------

Third, this spiritual dimension is somewhat different from most of the other

known dimensions ofhumans {physi9al, mental, and emotional) in that it transcends the

individual, thus it has the capacity to be a common bond between individuals (Banks).

This common bonding aspect can be described as a force which begins in the individual

"~-·and thengoesbeyondihaiiIldividual to share warmthllove/compassionwith another

(Banks).

Finally, this dimension of humans is the least obvious and measurable of the

known dimensions, because it isbasedupon indiYidual·perceptions and faith. Included

in this part of the spiritual dimensioIlwoUlabec6mpo:tieIltsJiaV'ili~t6:dowith
""'" " '" "M" _"'" _,_"_", " ,_"~_"""_",,,,,,,,,,,.__"._"_,,,,,,,,~,,.,__,,_,,._,~~_._"" .~"".__•••"._••"_.,•••~.".".""_,,,._,,,,,_,,"._._•••,,_...._,.,,_



In reviewing Allen and Yarian's 1981 study that included a model on the "domain

could be placed in any of all ofthe above identified aspects of the spiritual dimension

(Banks).

Allen and Yarian (1981) conceptualize a "domain ofhealth'.' model which

includes the physical, mental, and spiritlIa.la.spe9ts ofhealth. "Physical health refers to

biological integrity or the physicaLstatusofthejndividual;Jhedomain of the traditional
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powers beyond the natural and rational; survival; and pleasure. Religious beliefs, if any,

Health educators have focused mostoftheir efforts around physical health. An

medical model" (p. 3). In the recent past, this element was considered the sole concern

of human health. "Mental health refers to a state ofmental, attitudinal, and emotional

well-being" (Allen &.Yarian, p. 3). SpirituaIhealth, an element ofemerging interest

within the health profession, is an undefined entity at this point. "For the purpose of

spirit" (p. 3).

elemental weakness, at this point, is the area of spiritual health. "It is unexplored

dev~lopingthe model, these three concepts can be referred to as the soma, psyche, and

territory that the profession has so far avoided for lack of a clear conceptual definition of

integration into the health education profession (Allen & Yarian).

----thi-constrUCt"(AIfen & Yarian, p. 5). This area needs further development and

_. .__ ..thenJhe_goaLofhealtheducation:should::he::t~prom01e:1LhaIancfLofalLelements of the

"'.cc_'._. __ .. ofhealth," they believe that health education is anintegrative discipline. "Ifhealth is
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health domain" and help people choose their path to the center of the space outlined by

the model. A state of positive well-being may then be defined as "one in which all five

elements of the health domain are balanced and contributing to an integrated whole"

(Allen & Yarian, p. 5).

Allen and Yarian further explain that:

The task ofa holistic approach to health education is as an integrating
stimulus. This does not require high level expertise of the individual
educator or department in everyareaofthe domain. The professional can
use specific topic areas, such as human sexuality, control of stress and
tension, death education, lifestyle analysis,·or values clarification, to
demonstrate the process ofintegrating all factors influencing health into a
dynamic, balanced condition capable oferIhancing the overall quality of
life. (p. 5)

Banks, Poehler, and Russell (1984) stated in their paper that research is

human spiritual interaction. "This is necessary before a field ofknowledge and a

... -functioningprofessionalfieldsuch as health education can include these in professional

preparation programs and in textalld otherprofessional materials" (p. 19).AIJ.d Harmon

__..-.-:..:.:.J12852.~~<l~ tl1attl1e integration-of.primaIY-pre.vent~on-principles obtained through health

education, the state ofwell-being obtained through emotional, social, and spiritual
I

growth, and self-actualization obtainedthroughintegration ofvalue system into everyday

life are some ways ofassisting the individual toward maximum health.
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If
oftime management, motivational· workshops, and organizational development

Include spiritual health issues in health and fitness testing programs, the context

projects.

recreation programs, and pre-retirementplanning sessions.

alcohol education, management and work unit retreats and meetings, outdoor

Bensley concluded that:

1990's. Bensley (1991b) believes health educators can use spirituality in worksite
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that you are different from anyone else. Ardell believes we "are motivated by a desire for

happiness" (p. 90), and we "need a sense ofpurpose."· "Go for positive happiness,

wellness style" (Ardell, p. 90).

program level:

health promotion/wellness programming. He wrote some suggestions at the existing

1. Include spiritual health questions in health status and interest surveys.

2.

7. Use provocative readings at workshops and meetings.

4. Provide spiritual health related publications as "door prizes."

6.-- I51scuss-splntualheaIih.:issuesaspartofbehavioral support groups..

3. Integrate 'spiritual health issues into stress management programs, drug and

5. Develop spiritual healththemes as part ofcommunication programs.

It has been recognized thaLthendsaneed_forcaddressing the spiritual
dimension ofhealth at the::worksite=0ne=apprmrclrin=satisfY-illg-ihis need
is through integration of spiri:tualhea1tKreIated:issues::intO~existinghealth

._..... pronJJ2tiQILP~QgJ:~.§=ccc~~peclfiGaily~-1l1iegratl0n-=Gan-take~placethrough
. -------------~tfei::artttpractlcaiapplications..__In

addition, these methods ofoelivery can be introduced at a variety of levels
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of existing programming. Finally, specific barriers to inclusion of
spiritual health related issues at the worksite should be considered and
dealt with. (p. 353)

Sources ofspirituality probably come from within as well as outside the person.
Inner voices, inner wisdom, higher consciousness, or the Spirit ofGod are all
forms of the spiritual side ofwholeness. 'Traditionally religi.on and spirituality
have sought peace, guidance, andcontact with the universal force through
meditation, prayer, worship,coI1t~Illpl~ti()n,()r introspection., Elements of

... "religion and science have been combined to create a meditative relaxation
response, eliciting a mind-body_quietingJhatenhances health and well-being. (p.
141) .

Witmer and Sweeney (1992) stated in their paper on wellness and prevention

using a holistic model that:

Education has unlimited potential for creating a community in which the
characteristics,ofthehealthy per~ol1cal1pemrrtured. Growth is both incidental
and-intentional. When implementing a holistic approach to education, the most
effective methodistnodeling a life-style ofholistic health and wellness. With an

_____~ __~duc~ti()I1~L~liJ:!l:~!~ that is encouraging, striving,for we.1ln~~~l>~(;()J:!l:es a process
that is likely to extend over the life span. (p. 146)

Chandler, etal. (1992) believe that "observable behavioral change that is not

accompanied by spiritual development may be especially vulnerable to recidivism" (p.

174). Behavior change that is manifested outwardly is a cue that "personal changes are

"·-~--occuITiiig-Jor-tneindividll.al" (p. 174). Without accompanying spiritual changes,

however, the maintenance of these behavioral changes is "difficult at best" (p. 174).

Consider, for example, the obese person who-loses weight only to gain it back when the

diet ends, the ex-smoker who continuesto_fightthe urge to have another cigarette, and

the workaholic who continually strilgglesjigalnsrtiiking~on:jjrore-=-andtnoretasks.



individuals maintain positive change. The dieter must internalize the new self as healthy

and at the appropriate weight. The ex-smoker must internalize the new self as a
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nonsmoker. The workaholic must internalize the new self as a balanced individual.

"Spiritual health provides an avenue through which the individual can create the new and

Diaz(1993)also argues for inclusion ofspirituality into health education

Hjelm and Johnson (1996) wrote that there are five dimensions in health that

of the selfwith its accompanying oppoItUfiity to achieve higher level wellness (Chandler,

also-is unrealistic, because it may remove the notion ofpurpose, a uniquely human trait,

transformation contributes to greater balance and wilLmoreJikelyJead to transformation

•

et aI., 1992).

circumscribed, makes no comment on spirituality" (p. 325). Scientismhas a tendency to

programs. He believes that "any position which attempts to eliminate the metaphysical

or spiritual from consideration is untenable philosophically" (p. 325). Such a position

325). Diaz believes our present concept ofscience should be expanded to include the

"transgress this boundary by unilaterally dismissing spirituality from consideration" (p.

study ofmetaphysical phenomena (Diaz).

include: physical, emotional, intellectualcor-mental, social, and spiritual. They insist that
,_, , __ " ~ 0'_,_" _ _ _ __ , "'" '" "_""""",'"."",,,,",_, _

- from the realm ofhealth research; scholarship; and practice. "Science, properly

-- -ignored-ocmisunderstood,-the-v-alue:--n:t:healtlr-educatio:njs::1imited_Abalance between

more complete self' (p. 174). Attending to both personal and spiritual modalities for
---,,-- - - - - --~ - ----- - --- -- - - -- -
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the five dimensions results in optimal health. Health educators must understand and

pressing concern of the health disciplines. While many health professionals seek to study

In 1979 Osman and Russell wrote that during the past 20 years, the conviction

1970's. Since.1979, the concepts of spirituality and spiritual health have been a

School Health Education

2).."Grant an IndependentStudy·SessionattheSan·Diego convention on the

Osman and Russell (1979-)~pointoutthat in regards to researching spirituality in

1). "Recognize this development and encourage a Future Study Committee on the

problematic (Diaz, 1993);

and implement spiritual health concepts, others are still skeptical and find spiritual issues

that the "spiritual" is aJegitimate and importantdimension ofhealth has been slowly

evolving. they suggested that the American School Health Association:

spiritual aspects ofhealth" (I'. 359), and

spiritual aspects ofhealth" (1'.359);

health education that some of those professionals interested in this dimension will be

nontraditional - perhaps interested in-spiritualchealing orEastem thought" (Osman &

committed Christians; yet among these; theiewill be differences. "Other folks will

acknowledge God in alternative traditional ways, while still others may be quite

._--~-~_...~b.oncerned~oh1y~aboutthe~spirit-Wltm~~~mng-ofexperiences and
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convictions shades rather naturally into proselytizing, an~there probably will be some of

that" (p. 359) Osman and Russell hope that it will not be more blatant than the

convictions some now have about certain statistical techniques or particular computer

programs as the way to develop knowledge.
'* .

. .;:1.:-9=80:;...'=s., _SPr-.i.ri_..tua__ 1health is a vital dimension ofhealth that has often been

neglected in the classroom due to alackofappropriateteachingmethods (Richardson &

Noland, 1984). School health professionalsmight do well to avoid the "medical model"

definition ofgood health (wellness) which is defined by a single constellation of

measurable elements aligned in a "perfect" format. The practice of school health

. education needs to be comprehensive. It should address all of the issues that impact on

total health and not only one or two "hot topic" areas (Eberst, 1984). "Having a narrow
.. -------------

focus fails to address the complex nature ofhuman health and the multitude of factors by

whichit is affected; producing a health education progtam bound to be ineffective"

(Eberst, p. 101). Eberst is convinced that comprehensive school health educationneeds

to include the physical, mental; emotional, social, vocational, and spiritual aspects of

each health issue, By relying on a more complete model-than the medical concept,

school health professionals can provide students with more than specific behavioral

prescriptions. "They can help students create the conditions in their own personal lives

tliat are conducive to individual high-quality health states" (Eberst, P: 103).

Cmich states in her 1984 s~~y: ~!Ll!Qlf~fi~!!~~I!~=tli~ulie::coiicepts ofholistic

_...health-haveexcitingimplications::fnr-·schooi:::lrealth:::educati:on.:...::'Holistic..health originates

'"
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in an attitude toward life that can be developed and nurtured early in the life ofthe

school-age child" (Cmich, p. 31). This attitude includes a sense of responsibility for

one's life, a'willingness to cooperate with others, the importance ofdeveloping

meaningful relationships and a positive outlook on life even in the midst of its

uncertainties. "Holistic health also entails the integration ofa wellness lifestyle into

one's personal life journey" (Cmich, 1984,p. 31}Leamingactivities can be provided

that not only help students become wise consumers ofthe range ofhealth care options

but also can put the students in touch with their own inner resources for health and

healing (Cmich)..

RichatdsonandNolandin1984wrotethat~healtheducatorshave shown an

interest in the spiritual dimension ofhealth. Despite this interest most health educators

have taken the "safe" approach and avoidedthe discussion ofspiritual issues in the

classroom. The problem with this avoidance position is that sensitive issues such as

sexuality, drug use, and death and dying are laden with spiritual implications, particularly

when students are asked to make personal decisions regarding these issues (Richardson

& Noland). Unquestionably, a countIy'spledgethahnc1udes the phrase 'One Nation

Under God' is deeply influenced by its spiritual self With the contemporary moral

issues that face today's youth it seems biased not to consider the spiritual aspects ofthese

issues (Richardson & Noland)...
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wrote that when certain simple precautions are taken, the educational imagery technique

applied to the spiritual dimension can be both useful in meeting educational objectives

and in making the classroom exciting and interesting for the students. "The

individualized nature ofeducational imagery allows for the incorporation ofthe spiritual

dimension to be in the classroom" (Richardson & Noland, 1984, p. 27).
p"',' ,," "-"",, ""-,,, ""

Richardson and Noland explain that"Educational imageryis used in facilitating

decision making, clarifying values, me1110riziIlg, incorporating behavioral outcomes of

teaching, reinforcing cognitive concepts, and other functions" (p. 26). The teacher

directs the process by describingthe sC(enarios that the students imagine as clearly as they

",""''', Canusing the imaginary senses of seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting

(Richardson & Noland).

Any topic that has a behavioral implication; something that can change the

studentslifestyle forthe good, has potential for an educational imagery strategy. After

discussing a topic with a behavioral outcome the teacher leads the student into a decision

making scenario (Richardson & Noland).

-'''-'-~'--''-''-EberstT1984Tstatesthatfor years, school health educators and other school

health professionals have tried to exert a positive influence on human health. They have

attempted to cause behavior change, analyze lifestyles, redllcerisk-taking behavior,

provide knowledge and information,-aidhealth...relateddecision-making, prevent disease,
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(p. 99). This fact, combined with the "consistent insufficient funding of school health

education", has been "responsible for limiting the success of formal health education

endeavors" (Eberst, p. 99).

Horowitz' 1985 model prescribes the use ofvalue clarification, enhanced

physical/cognitive/affective awareness,positiv~lifestyle choices, and self-reinforcement

skills training whereby individualsJearntohecome self-motivated and reinforcing agents

for their own primary preventive health practices. "It is theorized that by developing

self-care and self-regulation skills, students will achieve and maintain higher levels of

wellness" (p. 57), thus improving the quality of their lives and ensuring healthy human

~~~____ _ _ development (Horowitz).

Horowitz believes that school health education programs provide the greatest

--~-----~-- ~---

potential for improving the health of our nations people. Effective health education and

hehaviormodification programs are neededto promote the compliance of children and

young adults with preventive health care practices. "Health promotion and primary

prevention programs must consider the entire individual, as well as his or her

---~~--envlroiiii1entItposliivebeli~rviorchanges are to be maintained" (Hefewitz,p. 57).

There should be a concern for the individual's own responsibility for illness and

health through "behavioral, attitudinal, and-spiritual change; and emphasis on health

education, self-help, and self-healing~{Goldstein,:etah;1987,p. 118). Jose (1987)
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rather than tattling on someone or lookingfor the "bad" in each other. The children

"looked for good in each other and learned to express the good they found"(p. 72). Soon,

the children were "happier, more willingtohelpeach.other, and more productive in the

classroom" (Jose, p. 72).

Jose (1987) also conducted activiti~stoencouragedevelopment of skills to

enhance human/spiritual interaction,becauseitcouldhayea valuable interactive impact

on mental wellness. In a mentallemotionalhealth class at Baylor University, one option

involved an experimental project designed to enhance spiritual growth and development,

The Silent Gift Project. The premiseofThe Silent Gift Project exercise is simple.

Students must actively/behaviorally give ofthemselyes to an individual, a group, or

.another living thing a minimum ofthree times per week for the semester. No one,

especially the recipient, can know about the gifts. The spirit in which the gifts were

. given, not the gift, is the important factor..The emphasis was on the value ofselfless

sharing, in which giving was done solely for expressing genuine care for the recipient

without expectation of something inreturn. Students submit a proposal for approval

before the project begins. The proposalmust describe the project, the cognitive and

affective growth objectives, and an evaluation plan (Jose). Jose concluded that:

This project is not limited to a mental/emotional health class.' In a human
sexuality class, the assignment could enhance friendships as"well as
.marriages or relations~i:psbetweensignificantothers.. "Stud~I!ts cou1<l_ "
contract to "give"athome.::to=-enirance'::JYarenticb:tld~relattonships~~orin
their dorm/apartment to enhan.ce~menasliips..or~accoinmittea:'li¥ing -

-..c--------_1g"g~tl!~fLmarri~cc.r~la!!onshlQ~T:~~~i~~j~i-a!i~~~ii~~yl~es-positive" "
___..... ._.. __.reirtforcements.::foLthe:ieacher~-I-came-'to:::knhw::mptudents.and myself in

a gentle way during the semester. We feltthe potential we each had to
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care for one another and welcomed another day to try again.
You may even witness' the radiant looks on their faces as they stride away
proudly, truly feeling good about the gifts they have given. (p.73)

Chandler and Kolander (1988) knowthat classroom or other group settings

provide a supportive environment for feedbackand encouragement toward behavior

change as students develop and practice controlled self-suggestion. In health education,

students learn to establish lifestyle goals, design behavioral contracts, and initiate

behavior change. "Though an initial commitment to altering behavior patterns may be

evidenced, successful completion ofgoals and continued practice of altered behaviors

may be temporary" (Chandler & Kolander, p. 295). A necessary step toward successful

behavior change involves the positive beliefby students that the alteration can be made,

maintained, and integrated into the lifestyle. "When students do not master this step of

internalizing the change, the behavior change can be incomplete and superficial"

(Chandler & Kolander, p. 295).

Chandler and Kolander know the importance ofhealth education in its potential

to change behaviors. They realize that helping students understand the impact of lifestyle

choices constitutes an important dimension ofhealth educationclasses. Instructors can

use value clarification and experimental activities to help students better grasp and

integrate pertinent health issues.. Exploring possible alternativesavailable and choosing

CO,... ,.... • • an appropriate new behavior provides.a-commondirection for health instruction. While

these activities contribute t()ne~_aJtiiil~~~~~QI~~~tI§j!,~iiit~giatloii=-()fpositiveconcepts

-----,jnt<Lthe.lifestyle.hehaviou:emains=difficuit=(:ehartdler-=&::Kolander~~----.
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1990's. Seaward (1991) believes that there are several road blocks to spiritual

health. These could be stress, fear, anger, greed, and laziness. Road blocks constitute

"any obstacle whichdeniesstrortg internal ana external relationships, promotes negative

values or unresolved value conflicts, and blinds one from the true vision ofa meaningful

life purpose" (Seaward, 1991, p. 168). Construction of spiritual road blocks often is

initiated by "immaturity, underdevelopment, and underutilizationof the many traits

associated with afhealthy human spirif' (p. 168). Like a training program to improve

physical well-being, "human spirituality also needs a training regime to promote and

maintain spiritual well-being" (Seaward, p. 168).

Seaward goes on to say that integration of exercises to remove these types of

spiritual roadblocks can be introduced in existing classes (i.e., stress management,

personal health and wellness; health philosophy, and .health promotion) or through the

." desigrtofanewctitriciilum cOUfse with a special emphasis on this wellness component.

Exercises may include journal writing with special themes to promote self-awareness and

soul searching at a more profound level than conversation or class discussion.

Meditation, through use ofmental imagery and diaphragmatic breathing, offers

ways to promote spiritual homeostasis or inner peace. "Value assessment and

clarification exercises" (Seaward, p. 168)Illaybei:i:ltroduced with strategies to problem

cc.~._.__. solve common conflicts in values.-.''.PreseIitationsofcase studies ofindividuals
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component ofspiritual development" (p. 168). With a need to balance right and left

cognitive functions, activities to promoteirnagination and creativity are well suited to

enhance the trait of spiritual well-being. Integration of spiritual and physical well-being ,

can be introduced through Tai Chi exercises.· "There are many ways to incorporate

spiritual well-being exercises into thehe~l!I1~c:illc~tioncurriculum" (p. 168), including

"backdoor" approaches with existing program offerings as well asthe design of new

courses to include this component in the wellness paradigm (Seaward, 1991, p. 168).

Ethical Considerations

1990's. Two suggestions for maintainirigariunbiased approach in the classroom

--- -----------'.".'-------...---- ,' .. -.,,', ~--- ---------- ---------

.have been offered by Goodloe and Arreola (1992). They suggest that (1) a health

educator should recognize and respect student cultural diversity and existing spiritual

.--'---------------------------- ----_ .

belief structures, and (2) a health educator should recognize and respect differing student

perceptions ofhealth and spiritual health.Proponentsofa spiritual dimension ofhealth

agree that this concept can be taught effectively when the teacher is willing to recognize

and respect (1) diversity in student backgrounds and spiritual belief structures, and (2)

--·diffenng·studentperceptions of health andthe spiritualdimension (Goodloe & Arreola).

Goodloe and Arreola discussed the ethical concerns for health educators by

recognition of the distinction between religion and spirituality which is critical for health

educators. It solves the problem of.the separation ofchurch and state with!egard to the

teaching of spiritual concepts iIl:h~l:l~th.e~l:t~~ii<>'~:::~itli~i!.s.a~ceptaiice,.identificationand

....mea.sur.ement.of_components...within::th:e::dimension::is.possible...Moreo\l:er, .development

I
I

I.
i
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ofmethodologies and teaching strategies for the enhancement ofspirituality can be

initiated. The role of the health educator is to help students maximize the positive aspects

of their belief systems without imposinghislher own personal moral judgments and

values on the learning environment (Goodloe & Arreola, 1992).

Diaz (1993) compiled the followingsrrategiesto cover the ethical issues involved

in applying spirituality in health education-programs:

The argument against spiritual hea,lthrelatedtothe separation between
church and state in education can be silenced if health educators adhere to
the following caveats. Take care not to proselytize. The health educator
speaks from a podium, not a pulpit. Discussions of spiritual health should
not be seen as an opportunity to preach one's own version ofspirituality,
but rather should be used to gllid~st1lQ~Ilt§!cli~Iltstoward their own
lll1derstandings andexperienceswithillaspirit1.la1health paradigm.
Distinguish between religion and spirituality. The health educator should
make clearthe distinction betweenreligionlreligiosity on one hand, and

_____~:Rirituali!Y~lHh~_Qther. While some freedom of definitiQJ1~hQJ).ldbe
-afforded to each, one thing should be made clear: one does not have to
belong to any organized religion in order to access the spiritual. On the
other hand, for some, religionmayplay anintegral part of their notion of

-------spirituality:-'fhe-pointisthatspiritualityneither excludes nor is exclusive
to the religious. -- (p. -325)

Community Service

1990's. Markus, Howard, and King (1993) wrote a paper on integrating

community service and classroom instruction. They found that a group of college and

university presidents established CampusCompact as a vehicle for encouraging volunteer

service among undergraduates. Within-a-few-years, over 250 campuses hfl.cljoined the

--higheLeducationwithin-their_boundariess::======;:::::===
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Markus, et aI., said that health educators should be preparing students to assume

responsibilities of citizenship and that is part of the mission ofhigher education, and if

this is true, then "such effects are important and ought not be disparaged" (p. 414).

These researchers found that "students' .academic learning was significantly enhanced by

participation in course-relevant community service" (p. 414). As compared with students

taught by traditional methods, studentsinseryice-Ieamingsectionsgot higher course

grades, were "more emphatic in their judgIrleJ:'ltstha.t they were performing up to their

potential in the course, and were more likely to affirm that they had learned to apply

principles from the course to new situations" (Markus, et aI, 1993, p. 414).

Markus, et aI., continuebystatingthattheresults say it all. "Attendance rates

were 78% for traditional sections versus 85% in service-learning sections. At lecture, the

comparable rates were 58 and 65% for traditional and service learning, students,

..... respectively"·(p. 414). Stqdents in service-learning sections were also significantly more

likely than those in the control group to report that "they learned to apply principles from

this course to new situations and that they developed a set ofoverall values in this field

of study" (Markus, et ai. p. 414).

Finally, consider what some may regard as the ultimate 'bottom line' - course

grades. "All students took the same midterm and final exaIninati()ns and that the

examinations were graded ac<;ordingto a common set ofstandards." (Iv1~J9.1S, et aI.,

-~- .._traditionaLsections hada.mean:c:aurse::grade::of:{i;42~(betw.een-a-Rand-aB+), while
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students in the service-learning sections averaged 7.47 (between a B+ and an A-), a

being tutored

"statistically and substantively significant difference" (t = 2.66, P < .01) (Markus, et aI.,

p.414).

Levine (1994) writes that underthe banner ofservice-learning, a growing.number

Greenberg (1995)·discusses the results ofresearch on community service and the

are building courses around service, or areincluding service as an element in major and

of faculty and institutions are reaching a similar conclusion. More and more campuses

general education programs and in a variety ofelective courses. Some are using service

itselfas.a method ofpedagogy, emphasizing active learning, which is the preferred

learning style ofa quickly growing proportion ofundergraduates. In colleges whose

service has become a more central part of their lives. Levine believes the quicker more

colleges act to provide service-learning, the better chances are that, this time, voluntarism

curricula provide undergraduates with meaningfuLservice activities, students report that

positive effects associated with service-learning in schools and universities, such as:

• increases math and reading achievement scores for tutors as well as for those

• results in no less knowledge than traditional college courses when the same

... will be more than a fad (Levine).

~~..._-_. . course final examination is administered (therefore, it is as effective as traditional
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4. giving to charitable causes, and

I.

i'

,,, .finding a career that provides the opportunity to help others in

need,

3.

Health educators should include community service projects into our programs.

lives (Greenberg).

5. they are more apt to believe they can make a difference in people's

2. volunteering time helping people in need,

Greenberg also found that students who participated in service-learning differ

ego development, and moral reasoning

1. workingtoward equal opportunity for all in the United States,

• develops open-mindedness

• increases problem-solving ability

• increases social and personal responsibility

• increases self-efficacy and self-esteem, and decrease alienation and isolation

• results in less discipline problems, better communication, and gains in moral and

• increases empathy (Greenberg, 1995).

from students in traditional classes in that they are more likely to value the following:

Greenberg states:

Do yourself a favor - volunteer"imd.b.e_better thanthe:p.ersj}n_~ouused to be. Do
. YOufsiUdentsa favorandproViae them WIth the opportilliitY-=to-vofiiiiteer so they

too can be better than thepeople·they~use(Ffo~be;-=i\nd;doyoui-community a
"c~~'~~==favor~by~helpingt(}'provide~s~ryi~~~Lii!igbIi:iQi"be prOVIded otherwise, so it
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too might be better than it used to be. And that, my friends, is health education.
(p.222)

Community Health Education and the Church

1980's. Hatch and Lovelace (1980) recognized thatsignificant life events

centering around the church, such as celebrations ofbirth, marriage, and death, continue

- ..... with little change from earlier days. The church provides a setting for the exchange of

news, social support, and resources. For instance, important social events in the

community are announced at church, and after services the church members informally

exchange various bits of information, give accounts of friends and family, and often

arrange forthe exchange oflaborand oth~II~SQUrces.Tl:iechurch continues to playa

significant role as well in caring for the ill and giving support to families in times of

support role these churches were already playing -. that is, providing knOWledge, advice,

. ·-·and-otherforms-ofhelpto-friends,relatives,~dIl~ig~bors - the level ofsound health

knowledge and the effectiveness ofadvice-giving coUld be iIlcreased"(Hatch &

Thehealth education program Hatch and Lovelaceconductedthat involved the

southern rural churches, "appears to have won the support and confidence of people in

the communities since attendance has averaged about 80% ofthe selected participants"



programming for primary prevention of chronic diseases. Lasater, Wells, Carleton, and

Elder's 1986 study on the role ofchurches in disease prevention include a large scale

Churches have many characteristics that are compatible with behavior change

research project The Health and Religion Project in which church volunteers deliver

behavior change programming on major cardiovascular riskfactors (smoking, elevated

Rhode Island and randomly assignedto five experimental conditions (Lasater, et al.).
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blood pressure, elevated serum cholesterol, excess weight, and physical inactivity). A

Lasater, et al. concluded in their study that "it appears that the enthusiastic

total of20 churches, (Roman Catholic, Baptist, and Episcopal) were recruited throughout

response ofthe churches to this particularresearch projectbodes well·for the receptivity

positive responses, both initially and during the first 30 months ofprogramming, seem to

indicate that "churches may have strong potential as sites for major health promotion

ofchurches to participating in other research" (p. 131). Even more importantly, the

activities" (p. 131). This potential has wide implications, particularly in primary

potent social support networks churches may offer." (p. 131). Finally, ofcourse, "few

settings may further help assure long-term maintenance ofthe behavior changes with the

.----prellention.ofchronic.diseases{.includirrg::l>o:th=heatt:::ctisease.and.cancer)-that require

prevention where costeffectiveness is at a premium and where reaching large numbers of

--individuals is a·necessity. "The .establishment ofhealth promotion programs in religious

'-- ... ... other institutions in our society allowsuchconvenientaccesstoentirefaIIlijies as do
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major nutritional and other types of proximal environmental changes should find

churches to be "appropriate catalysts of change" (Lasater, et aI, p. 131).

Miller (1987) explains that in 1979 the federal government designated health

promotion as one ofthe nation's top priorities. .Promotion ofgood health is a top priority

for the population; a large number oftllisPQPll1litiQl1isassociated with the third largest

organized church in the world, the United MethodistChurch. What does this mean to the

church, its congregations, its programs ofministry, and its clergy? It means that

congregations need a wellness ministry, and since the church has historically been

associated with health and healing, it is an ideal setting for health programs to take place

Miller goes on to say:

Health promotion is a combination of educational, spiritual,
environmental, and organizational activities directed toward health
behavior change for members ofa community of faith. After an

.···---assessment·oftheprimary risks ofmajor illness and premature death
among the participants, interventions.sho~dJ,e introduced to eliminate
such risk factors associated with poor health behavior and unhealthy
lifestyle. Churcheshave~Ltradition ofhelping in the community through a

_.~y~§ty~Qf~()~i~lprograms;-Ep.4}

Miller's study on wellness programs in the church states thatreligious leaders

should "deliver health behavior-change/wellIiess..programs to congregations and to the

entire community" (p. 3). The linkage between spirituality and good health care exists,

and many professionals stress· its-im}::iOrtanc€~-'"W~alsg:::Kng:W~ff.om-tlie:lltetature that
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that religious institutions (churches) have a unique influence on the communities they

serve. Thus, it is appropriate for churches and clergy members to define their roles as

"facilitators ofhealth promotion and wellnes$ within their communities" (p. 3).

Miller (1987) believes that wellnessisaChristian·mandate.. Jesus understood

very well the concept ofwellness as abundant living and calls us to self-responsibility.

He illustrates that disease is sometimes self-inflictedbyJifestyle choices which lead to a

poor quality oflife. Disease is the "thiefwho comes orily to steal from us, to kill and/or

to destroy us" (p. 3). In John 10: 10, Jesus states that "I come that you might have life and

have it more abundantly" (The Bible, John 10:10, as cited in Miller). In this passage

Jesusjs telling us thatthere is more enjoyment and satisfaction in a life ofwellness

(Miller).

Miller made some suggestions for church centered wellness programs by stating

that "wellnes$ programs woUld serve as a vehicle for reaching the unchurched as well as

serving those who are already members ofa congregation" (p. 3). Wellness programs

shoUld be viewed as an evangelistic tool for the church. Once church has made a

commitment to providing a wellness program; itwill immediately begin to reap the

benefits. Church membersareincreasingly aware that "prevention of illnessis much less

expensive than the cost ofrehabilitation" (p. 3). Furthermore, a healthful lifestyle will

.. (Jffermembers of the congregation-betteFhealth~"thustranslating the resUlts into
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Some suggestions for church centered wellness programs were offered by Miller.

Wellness programs conducted through·the church may center around the major

cardiovascular risk factors ofsmoking, high blood pressure, obesity, nutrition, stress, and

physical inactivity. Miller (1987)believesthatthese programs should include the use of

health-risk appraisals to assess an individual's risk of illness or premature death from

cardiovascular disease. Such appraisalsshould~foGusontheabovementionedrisk

factors. "However, other factors might also be examined" depending on the church's

needs and constraints. "All program services would be performed by trained

professionals and volunteers" (p.5). The programs willbe "ongoing and should be

. included in the plans of the church ministryby.the boards of each church" (p. 5). The

primary role of the ministers would be to "initiate planning sessions for the program task

force andto act as advocates for theprojecf' (p. 5). The pastor would also be responsible

··fOf s1.lperVisiIigcontiIiuing program evaluation.· The· local church's organizational

structure will be useful in "projecting local ownership, consistency with established local

nOmls, control in the section ofsuitable volunteers and trained professionals,

confidentiality ofdata collection, and ongoing program evaluation" (Miller, p. 5).

1990's. Sutherland., Barber, Harris,and Cowart (1992) did a health promotion

program in several southern Black churches.. They found that these church based health

promotion programs influenced participants' health behaviors as indicated by reduction
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c~Il.s!i.tl.1e~tsiI1f()nnation ~~()~~~~sues dealing with health. _.Thll.s,Jl1e Blackchurch could

provide a vehicle for health intervention and health promotionalprograms within the

community serves not only as the provider of spiritual needs, but also gives its

aid in depositing health screeningaridhealtJiiI.lf()rmaiiontothe Black communities of

Scandrett (1994) also states that health professionals are faced with a challenge to

our country" (p. 183). Scandrett writes that:

nonsmoking restaurant seats); and increased numbers of individuals using county health

unit primary care services and the county receiving reimbursement for provided services.

use the Black church, but also to embrace ihe BlaCJ.( church as a positive change agent to

meet the year 2000 health objectives, and "with a gap in health care and information

Black community (Scandrett).

__be!WeenBlacksand Anglos" (p.183). As stich, Scandrett believes "we need not only to

.~_..- ....._Sc~n.m-.~.ttcolltinJJe.shyaddingthatthechurchas.a focal point in the Black

Today, the trend in our society is to improve on the overall health status of
American citizens. Health promotionaracfivitiesare being introduced in
different phases ofa person's life, rangingfr<>m promoting wellness at the
worksite to individual fitness and health appraisal programs. These
activities are being implemented with the hope ofimproving the country's

-~-~- --~--·-·--·---hea.1th-status-bytneyear 200U:-These actIvItIes have targeted nutrition,
AIDS, sexuality, drug use, and mental:illness. (p. 183)
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Summary

This researcher would like to point out that there were more studies, research

papers, and overall information on religion versus spirituality. This papers' focus was on

the spiritual aspect and how itrelates to personal health~ however, religion was a large

source ofinformation. The reason for this may be that religion is more concrete than

spirituality. Religion can be measured and defined easier. It is also easier to compare

health impacts between different religious groups. Therefore, religion consumed a large

portion of this paper. However, it is the researchers belief that those who are religious

have some degree of spirituality as well. That is why religion was included in this paper.

~---___ _ Spirituality and religion have been shown in this study to correlate positively with

health effects and outcomes. When considering health, the whole person (mind, body,

and spirit) should be taken into account (holistic) health. Spirituality and religion also

have been shown to impact on disease in positive ways. Church attendance also has

positive health effects.

Spirituality and religion have positive influences on life satisfaction, (wellness)

and spirituality should be applied in allappropriate health education programs. The

church is an ideal place for health promotion programs. Community service can enhance

one's spirituality and, as health educators, we can include this in our school health

Classes as part ofthe curriculum.------- ---- --

-- --: -numerous-anddiversehealth-car-e-::outcome~luIDn1f-weU~being-{I~Jlison, 1991; Glenn
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& Weaver, 1978; Hadaway & Roof, 1978; McNamara & 81. George 1979), (e.g.,

happiness, life satisfaction, marital adjustment, and self-esteem), psychopathology

(Koenig et a11994; Koenig, et aI, 1992, McNamara & 81. George, 1979), (e.g., anxiety,

depression, suicide, and delusions) drug use (Burkett & White, 1974; Guinn, 1975;

Koenig, e1. aI., 1994), (e.g., alcohol, marijuana, and tobacco), and medical health

(Frankel & Hewitt, 1994; Hannay, 1980; Oleckno, & Blacconiere, 1991) (e.g., wellness,

health care utilization,'symptom expression, seizure, pregnancy, and functional status).

In summary, it appears that the time now has come to accept the spiritual as an important

aspectof individual and corporate life and a legitimate dimension ofwell-being (Osman

~"'"''''"_ , & Russell, 1979). '
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APPENDIX A

-------ANNG-T-A::r'~I:JQGRAP-M¥--~



ofthe research is from medical and yoga journals published in India that are difficult to

While it is uncritical·in its stance,itisausefulcompilation of the literature because some

testing the physiological effects'ofhealth yoga (the physical positions) and meditation.

effe.cts on the body and health. This book is a summary ofmore than one hundred studies

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPY

One ofthe claims for yoga practices and techniques is that they have significant

This annotated bibliography provides additional references to several Eastern and

--TneniiCIingsare-orgariiZed into chapters on muscle,tension and capabilities,

Far Eastern approaches to health, particularly ones that integrate spiritual and physical

dimensions ofthe person. (Hastings, et aI., 1980)

potential (e.g., reduction ofblood pressure and improvement ofvital capacity in

circulation, respiration, endocrine functioning, and the nervous system, including EEG

practices have important effects on the human system, sOllleofwnichhave medical

HorWitz, T, Kimmelman~~&-tllt,~H:~M-:-{t276X'Tatchichuan:-Chicago:
Chicago Review Press.

respiration).

Funderburk, J. (1977). Science studies yoga: A review ofphysiological data.
.HOIlesdale,PA.: Himalayan International Institute ofYoga Science and Philosophy.

~ .... ·..:._.-correlates~o£theposturesand-meUitatrons-:-Tlre-srudie"S-generallyconfimi that yoga

medical, and psychological publications in'Western literature........
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This book is a good introduction to tai chi chuan. It contains an excellent history

ofthe art along with a genealogical table tracing the major developments from its found

by Cheng Sab-feng approximately seven·hundred years ago to the present. The authors

present a section containing translations ofworks by tai chi masters covering a span of

five hundred years. Although this book is notuseful forIearningthe tai chi form, it does

explore· the relationship oftai chi exercises to health maintenance and healing.

Jiyu-Kennett, Roshi P.T.H.H., &MacPhillamy, Rev. Daizui. (1979). The book of
life. Mt. Shasta, CA: Shasta Abbey Press.

Fromthis Buddhist perspective, the law ofkarma is inevitable and inexorable,

and physical and mental illness result from spiritual and karmic disturbances - the effects

ofunresolved experiences or traumas in past lives or present existence. The prevention of

spirit. RoshiJiyu-Kennett, aZen master bornin the West and trained in Japan, is Abbess

... ofShasmA:1:5I:5ey in Cal1fornia,aseminary and monastery for Buddhist training. Rev.

MacPhillamy is a clinicalpsychologistand ordained Zen priest althea5bey.

_·····.::_=.:... ..:_....RegardillgthesoUfceofthis-material,RoshiJiyu-K:ennett says, "All ofwhat is

written here is either spoken of, or depicted, openly, or described in somewhat flowery

language, throughout the Buddhist Scriptures, so there is nothing 'invented' or 'imagined'

in the pages that follow." This is one ofthe few books that takes up the spiritual
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Tulku, T. (1978). Kum mye relaxation (2 vols.). Berkeley, CA: Dharma
Publishing.

Kum nye (pronounced "koom Nyay") is a system of self-massage, physical

positions, exercises, and related meditativetechIiiques that originated in Tibet, where it

was used as an adjunct to medical healing and in spiritual practice.

...... .- ······Tariliang Tulku, a Tibetan lama, presents more than one hundred exercises

intended to promote relaxation, balance,"and awareness of one's physical and mental

energies. Beyond the physical effects, kuIn nye is directed towards self-understanding;

the positions, relaxation, and tension are likely to evoke emotional and psychological

awareness of the practitioner.

The exercises are arranged in sequence and are·carefullystructured. They can be

._.._._. J~~111ed fromJb~J~xtand illustrations. The author says he has adaQt~<.lJh~Jraditional

(and unwritten) system ofmodem needs. There are similarities to indian yoga and

---Chinese-acupuncture;buttheflavor is quite different. Volume 1 is titled Theory,

Preparation, Massage, and volume 2 is called Movement Exetci:ses~'
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SOME PLACES TO TURN

Ardell (1986) has a few suggestions for getting holistic treatment:

1) The Wellness Resource Center

One ofthe major influences ofmy thinking about health as· something
quite different from medicine was JohIl Travis, founder ofthe Wellness
Resource Center in Mill Valley, California. A physician with all the
creaeritials of the medicalorder (TuftsM.D.,residency in Preventive
Medicine and Master's in Public HealthfromJohIlsHopkins), Travis
seems to have realizedthe forecast made in 1957by Dr. D.C. Jarvis in his
famous book, Folk Medicine. Jarvis predicted that the doctor of the future
will be a teacher as well as physician, whose realjob will be assisting
people to learn how to be healthy. Following his pattern, the staffof the
Wellness Resource Center uses nodrllgs, gives no prescription, does no
lab work, conducts no physical examinations, and sees no patients. People
who show up at the center withphy-si.QaLsymptoIIls orillness requiring
treatment are referredto otherphysicians.(Aidell,J986). (p. 8)
The Wellness Resource Center staffworks to help clients learn how to
take chargeoftheirown lives and to feelgoodaboutthemselves. What

_u __ h.a.ppe.nsjs_llot medicine, as mostofus think ofmedical services;_itisan
alternative approach whereinTravis and staff are facilitators and assistants
to clients moving toward high levelwellness (Ardell,1986). (p. 11)

--- ---------- ._.- --2)Healing the Whole Person at Meadowlark

Located about 100 miles southeast ofLos Angeles on a 20-acre wooded
estate, Meadowlark is the oldest of the wellness resource centers noted in

_~_______ _:tQ!s:~(>'Q~' Established-i-n--1-9$8-and-nurtured-through-theyears by Dr.
Loomis, Meadowlark provides an atmosphere ofself-healing, self
exploration, and personal development. There are two basic beliefs which
color and shape the activities at Meadowlark: the first is that mental and
emotional tensions coupled with toxinsin the body lie at the root of
illness; the second is that thenumatfbodyhas-ahlIlriate, root wisdom with
which it maintains or recovers its own perfection when it is allowed to
function unhindered. These twin beliefs are expressed in vari~d}Y~ys in
Meadowlarkprograms.A-br0chure:on·tlie:instimti~n::as--a:lfealthand

growth center providesfimh~Liilsiglt!-l!1iQJ!i~:~li:vli<i.milentwliich Loomis
-- -has-fashionedjn.carrying:thnmgh_:bi~-:e.Qnc:~pt.Qf-treatingthe whole

---- ---person's-body!mindlspmr(Atdel1;=I:-9-86~~:::(p;-2():')::.=:.



3) Personal and Organizational Wellness at the New England Center

The New England Center is"located on 11 acres of undeveloped land
bordering the State Forest ofMt. Toby in Leverett, Massachusetts. In
existence since 1971, it isanohpiofifadUlfeducational and training
institute. The center has a professionalstaffthatworks as a teamto
provide ~lients with educatio:nalandtteatrrtentinthe various therapies in
the humanistic movement (Ardell, 1986). (1'. 25)

4) Seizing the "Teachable Moment" at WHN

Yet another approach to high level wellness is available just a few miles
form the Wellness Resource Center atthe Wholistic Health and Nutrition
institute, better known as WHN. WHN offers multi-disciplinary therapies
in what it calls Holistic or whole person, humanistic health care
"dedicated to high level wellness and unity ofbody/mind/spirit
(Ardell,1986). (1'. 27,28) .

5) Oneness ofMind/Body/Spirit at the East West Academy

One other approach to high level wellness·has been pioneered by the East
~ _.~_WestAcadem¥-o£Healing.Arts....(EW.AHA},-lQ.catedjn.San.F.Iancisco.

Unlike the other wellness centers, EWAHA is almost entirely a volunteer
operation, save for its founder and head,:Dr. Effie Poy Yew Chow, and

.. .. .... .... ..... . . one administrative assistant. EWAHA has managed to organize and
·· .. ··.. ·.... _ .. ·conauccfourmajot'comefence~inJh~.R~§tYear. The subjects were (1)

holistic approaches to health care;.(2UIO!istic health and healing energies;
(3) the rituals and practices ofother cultural healing systems;' arid (4)
stress and tension in cOfiIlection with cancer, death, and dying. All

..c:o..... .:....... .. ····~:::::t.oge.th.eJ',:about·2;500:people-have-partieipatecl·in-these events
(Ardell,1986). (1'. 41)
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PRINCIPLES OF HIGH LEVEL WELLNESS

According to Ardell (1986) the principles ofhigh level wellness are:

to our own physical, emotional, and mentalwell-being in the way we choose to live.

Doctors and others can help us, can give us advice, can save our lives in certain

pathologies ofpremature aging brought on by aberrant lifestyles. Despite this fact,

the responsibility for whatever goes well or poorly; for our own health and well-

instances, and can usually make things easier, but inthe overall analysis, "we have

being" (Ardell, 1986, p. 98).

medicalsolutionto these problems, that no challenge is too great for medical

the not-so-subtle message from the medical media is that somewhere there is "a

fellow citizens are sick and dying from the diseases of civilizations, the debilitating

research facilities, procedures, and techniques." Unfortunately, there is no pill or

and all the other infirmities caused by years ofhigh-risk behaviors (Ardell, 1986).

other magic bullet that will curecardiovaseulardisease,cancers, cirrhosis of the liver,

technology, and that health can be purchased by greater investments inmedical

your doctor before you let him-examine you.. Improvements in our hel:i1th status

1. We are the chairperson ofourownwell;;;being.Ardellbelieves we can cany the key

2. "Forget about magic bullets or instant solutions." Ardell states that so many of our

3. "Heed not the counsel of the adipose physician." Ardell thinks we should examine
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health-care providers, could take it upon themselves "to teach us how to maintain and

improve our health and choose better for ourselves." Instead, the "medical profession

as a whole, are devoted to the treatmentofillness symptoms, diseases, injuries, and

the unending struggle against death" (Ardell)

4. "Our body is the world's greatest healer - let nature do its thing." Ardell states that our

body is a marvelous creation. Itis designed toworkwell;it is equipped with self-

generating antibodies which mend damaged tissue, regenerate dying cells, and

otherwise keep you healthy. These "self-regulatory'! processes include our body's

ability to maintain optimum temperature, health, and respiration rates; blood flow

and blood pressure; acid-base_balance; _and electromagnetic properties. But

marvelous though it is, the body cannot, over the long haul of the years, resist and

--------------------
survive the punishmentoccasioned bydisuse,misllse,neglect,and denial (Ardell)

- S. "God makeS itHerlHis business to stay outofours:" :Awellness philosophy, as :Ardell
,

(1986) sees it, holds that we are on our own in this world, neither favored by nor

discriminated against by a_higher power or powers. "When we are ill, it is our

advantage to accept responsibilityandworkasyoueanwith the condition; when we

are well, we should give ourselves some credit for our good fortune" (Ardell, 1986).

6. "Neither Rome nor a wellness lifestyle can be made in: a day." It is hard work to live

well. It is easierto eatjunkf()()d,>ignor€ex€rcise~disregardtension, a.Ild "let-

someone-else-do-it" tilan itt~J~_4~y~lgl':?rijiq!!idija!ize(r-w6nness-program in each

~--------~~--ofthe five dimensions.-Eacn~wellness~a-ts::a::complex-field-ha¥ing-many
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disciplines and numerous approaches; it will take time for us to experiment and

discover what we like in each dimension. But,there is not hurry, "Rome was not

built in a day and neither can or shoUld aJifest)t1eschemedinwellness be designed or

implemente4 in an abbreviatedtimeframe"(Ardell) ..

7. "Don't sacrifice, deny yourself, or give up destructive life habits - until you're ready to

do so." Ardell believes that whenyou knowit is-right, whenc.you understand why you

are doing (or avoiding) something, and when you anticipate the benefits ofa new

health-promoting behavior, then the change in activity brings a satisfaction that

reinforces while it pleases. "Not smoking, for example, will produce a sense of

satisfaction, not feeling of self..deniaLoragonizingsacrifice usually associated with

medieval torture" (Ardell) .
...~-~ -_.. _._...._-_ ...._------~~--~.._.._---_._.__ ._- _._---------

8. "No medicine is good medicine - as a bendable rUle." Americans are pill freaks. We

consume 20,000 pounds ofaspirin annually. That's 225 tablets for every man,

woman, and child. "Valium and Librium-arethe staple ofUS. medicine: 75 percent

ofall doctors visits end With a prescription for one medication or another." Spend an

hour watching television and youwiUbeassaultedbythepharmaceutical industry

with "offers ofpills or other nostrums of improved sleep, excretion, energy,

youthfulness, smell, naturally, overall health." Mood elevators, amphetamines,

tranquilizers, narcotic pain pills, and-antihistamines "seem more Ame.rican than apple
-------------_._ .._._----_.



of what does or could ail you." Ahi

being that affords high resistance todisea:se

9. "It's better to be a client than a patient." The termRati~l'ltc~tl!l~te~ ~ subservient

quality in the nature of our relationship with a physician;

hand, you are the responsible party in transactions with the provider. "That's because

in the wellness framework, the provider is a facilitator of learning, an ally, and a

guide in the healing process - not an authority figure" (Ardell, 1986).

10. "High level wellness is more rewarding than low level worseness." As an ever-

changing state of feeling good about our body and purpose, "high level wellness is

such a positive 'turned-on' way to live that after you experience it the alternatives will

become totally unattractive" (Ardell, 1986)

Ardell, (1986) concludes

Spirituality means different things to people ofvarying religious
............ ····-denominations,-orfactions within a denomination, as well as to

people ofvarying cultures and nationalities. What is spirituality
to Jerry Falwell would not seem so the Ayatollah Khomeini,
This is a difficult.area t() address, given the potency and negativity
that.comes with dogma,.cr.e.e-.ds.)--and str..!)ngbeli~!iiILWl1als()me

····-_·····_··_···-percefveasmora.l absolutes.· When one person's dogmas, creeds,
and moral absolutes bump up against those of someone with a
different set, the climate for thoughtful and considerate dialogue
usually turns for the worse.
Yet despite the difficulty ofaddressing thisiH-defined, arguable,
and complex matter, it is clear that something aboutthe "hinnan·spirit"
belongs in a wellness ttlod.el_Spiritualityis th.~ elusive issue that lies
at the heart of a-wen-minag.etf:.and-examined-w~lness-ljf~~.!Yr~.::
Rather than call it spiritualityandJnvit.ealtthe~misunderstandings

.. .. .. attel1~t Qn tli.e_1i.1.l1)Ie~t;~[aeCiaea:i(iadaress::tlie.maffei.iIianQther
context-~·n~·atfiel~·-ethi····-;-cs v·a·:I--u·~e·s····-·a··nd.:nl1mAses'::fp;.~~43)···· . . .

•,._- ••• - - - _C .-~__ -." -----------------iJ"'""'.- "-, , - ~-=~~ ._. _
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SELF-RESPONSIBILITY PRINCIPLES

Ardells' (1986) list of self-responsibility principle include

1. You are in charge ofyour own life. Others have influence, can
make things easier or more difficult, but in the end you must make
yow:: own choices and accept responsibility for what good or ill and
health or disease occur in your life.

2. You are different from everybody_else. _What keeps you from
- -_._. -_._.. _... becoming ill is more or less what does the same for others, but your

path to high level wellness within each wellness dimension must be
unique, as you are unique.

3. You are motivated by a desire forhappiness. Each of us pursues
health and high level wellness not for their own sake, but in the
context or'our values and purposes. And, for most ofus, these
include seeking happiness, however differently we perceive this
hare-to-define state.

4. You need a sense ofpurpose. To pursue high level wellness and to
avoid the pitfalls ofdestructive lifestyles, it is essential to develop
a means of self-expression that fits your unique talents and skills.

5. You are OK - and on you way to being even better. The way you
_ ..____u .feelabouL)'-oUfselfllas_apu.w.erfuLeffect on how_y:ouJreaLyourself.

Smoking, heavy drinking, overeating, and other forms of self
abuse are highly correlated with low self-esteem.

6. At times, you might prefer illness to health. This may seem
strange af-fifst~olif a lot of serious researchers and physicians
believe that many people unconsciously choose to be ill. We do
this because it seems to offer an escape from an unpleasant reality,
because ifbrings-forth desired attentions aIld special

~ u __uu_u__.____ __considerations-from-others-;--or-beeause-it-helpsto-mask or excuse
an inadequacy, or otherwise enables the "patient" to escape taking
responsibility.

7. Stop, examine, and choose. Unlike wallowing in selfpity,
choosing wellness requires a clear intention or consciousness that
this is your preference, and arecognition ofyour responsibility to
go for it. And, a part ofchoosing well is acceptance of others and
yourself. -

8. Go for positive happi~~s~~eIrn~~s=~!yl~~~~Y~l!~~()w:Ye.ifwell what it
is like to feel genuinely_happyLIt!SSJJch:-a=p9sitive-!cind-of self

--~~~==-c--cc--==-real-ization;cevenjf:itlasts=only=a~moment=f'Drmost-of us; this kind of
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